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ABSTRAGT OT THESIS
TRAINING FOSTER PAREITTS AND BIRTTI FAMILIES IN C.ARING FOR
AMERIC,AN INDTAN CHILDREN WHO IIAVE EXPERIENCED BOTH FETAL




This thesis examines the effects of both child sexual abuse and fetal alcohol
syndrome or effects on American Indian ehildren in foster crrre. These
children marrifest a variety of particular behaviors and mental incapabilities
causing them to be exceptionally difficult to parent. Using a conceptual
framework based on the perspectives of ecology, competence, human
development, and peilnzulency planning, the author develops a training
program for foster parents, birth parents and extended fanrily. The training
provides concrete, workable and easy to apply strategies for caregivers to
address the special needs and demands of these children.
The rationale for joining foster parents in training \Mith the birth parents is
trvofold; 1) the foster parents can provide social and emotional support to
the birth parents, 2) tl is arrangement supports the traditional emphasis on
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Preface
The foltowing case example intends to represent the child who has
errperienced both child se:rual abuse and fetal alcohol s5rndrome or effects.
The behaviors Ernd mental incapabilities of Jean are t5pical in these children
and their caretakers find them to be very difficult to parent.
A Case Example
Jean is a 7 yea.r old bi-racial child who has been in foster care since
she was 2O months old. Her father is American Indian, her mother is
Caucasian. Jean was placed in foster care with her 9 month old brother and
2 sisters ages 6 and 7. All 4 children were sexually abused and born to an
alcoholic mother. Initially all 4 children were placed in a foster home in the
nortlrern suburbs. They were not adequately superwised in this home and
the 2 older girls sermally abused the 2 younger children. It was also in this
home the foster mother discovered all 4 children had been semally abused
by the father of the 2 younger children.
Jean is currenfly in a foster home with her younger brother. Jean is
h5peractive and has been on ritalin, clonidine, cylert and is currently on
wellbutrin for ADHD. If this medication doesn't prove effective, an anti-
depressant will be prescribed. She has attachment disorder and
oppositional/defiant disorder. Her behavior is often out of control and on
occasion she has urinated throughout the foster home. She steals from her
peers, teachers, foster parents and stores. She \Mas unable to sit still on the
school bus, so it was necessary to install a seat belt to confine her until she
got to and from school. She receives special education senrices in math and
reading. She seeks attention in negailve ways and fights and argues
constanfly with her younger brother.
Jean goes to therapy twice a month for surual abuse and loss and grief
issues. Jean has never bonded \rith her birth mother and she is resistant to
visits urith her.
Because of the se:mal abuse Jean has e4perienced, she will act out
sermal behavior inappropriately. She requires close supervision when
interacflng urith younger children. She has on several occasions attempted
to se>maily victimize a younger child. She does have facial characteristics of
FAS and she has a dilficult time organizing her school work. She
consistently forgets to hring her homework and papers home from school.
On one occasion she signed tJle foster mother's name to a permission slip.
She needs to be reminded constantly to perform simple every day tasks and
at times can be extremely angry and aggressive.
Jean is currenfly receiving adequate senrices for her many special
needs; however, the foster parents state she is indeed a challenge and at
times find themselves uncertain as to how to help ttris child overcome the
trauma she has experienced in her young life.
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Sectlon One: Iutroductlon
In this author's e:rperience a number of American Indian
children in foster care placement in Minnesota have been both
sexually abused and born to alcoholic mothers. They extribit
characteristics of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome or Effects (FASIFAE). She is
employed as a social worker, she supenrises 5 American Indian foster
homes with 19 children in foster placement. T\nrelve of these children
have been both sexually abused and show characteristics of FAS or FAE.
Often times children referred for foster care will not have been
diagnosed as FAS or FAE. The reason for placement urill vary from:
neglect, abuse, or parents are chemically dependent. There is no
mention of the child's deficits. After these children have been placed,
the foster parents will discover various characteristics of F'AS or FAE.
The Minnesota Department of Human Services does not
categorize the reasons children are placed in foster care in their
statistics; therefore ttris research will not contain statistics on the
number of children in foster placement with EAS or FAE.
Ptrrpose
The pu{pose of this study is to identi$r and examine the
behavioral indicators and effects of this complex interrelationship
between Ameilcan Indian children who have been se>mally abused and
born to alcoholic mothers and their caregivers, and develop concrete,
workahle strategies to assist the foster parents in working with these
children. A review of research in this area and observations of foster
parents and children who are FAS/FAE and are child sumal abuse
victims will inform this study. The author has experience as both a
foster parent and social worker serving families who are ctring for
these children. This thesis is a result, then of both formal study and
practice experience over 1O years. An outcome of this study is a
design for training foster parents in caring for these children. This
training program forms the body of this thesis and includes a method
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of evaluating how useful tl'e training is for foster parents.
Explortng The koblem
In working udth children who are victims of se>mal abuse and
have fetal alcohot syndrome or effects, it is of utmost importance for
the caregivers to have an understanding of child sexual abuse and fetal
alcohol syndrome. The behavioral, cognitive/perceptual, physical,
emotional and interpersonal indicators Erre unique in each child and
need to be considered when stmcturing their environment.
Many American Indian parents are second and tlrird generations
of alcoholic parents and this cycle continues to produce children with
fetal alcohol syndrome and effects. Alcoholism also plays a role in the
frequency of child ssmal abuse in the Indian Community. In a
newsletter in 1987, The Division of Indian Work declared:
Over the years, extreme deprivation, discrimination and
victimization of Indian people by the dominant society that has
rarely or acknowledged the Indian way has led to a startling
reality: approximately 80o/o of American Indian families in urban
areas now have a history of family violence including incest,
sermal abuse and battering; over 650/o are unemployed, over 5oo/o
are chemically dependent and 650/o are single parents, four
times the average (DIW, 1987).
The Indian famity is one variation of the multiple stress theory
where child sern-ral abuse and fetal alcohol syrdrome/effects are
complicated by povert5r, crime, unemployment and abuse.
Mothers of children with fetal alcohol sprdrome or effects often
times have limited parenting skills and find themselves overwhelmed
at the difficulty of ca.re these children demand, so it is not uncommon
for these children to be under protective senrices during early
childhood.
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An undetermined number of these children who are placed in
foster care at a young age have attachment disorder. Richard Delaney
in his book on Fostering ChanEes, makes reference to children who
have missed the four predictable stages of development that normal
children experience. They have been exposed to destnrctive factors
early in life, which has damaged their sense of security and tntst in
caretahers. The emotional bond between parent and child has not
developed causing them to reject nutur€ur.ce (Delaney, 1991, p.LT).
Historlcal Background
Historically fetal alcohol syndrome was officially identified ftrst
in France in 1968 and in the United States in 1973; however, "it is
the oldest form of identified child neglect and the correlation between
alcohol use during pregnancy and birth defects has been noted
throughout history" (ten Bensel, 1993, p.2). The Bible states (Judges
13:7), "you shall conceive and give birth to a son. From this time
onurards drink no wine or strong drink". According to Aristotle,
"Foolish, dmnken and harebrained women most often bring forth
children like unto themselves, morose and languid" (p.2).
Child semal abuse goes back as far as ancient history, but it was
not until legislation was passed that it received wide spread attention.
The incest law was passed in 1963 in the state of Minnesota. This
legislation established that ssmal activity between blood relatives was
a criminal act. In the 197O's Minnesota took a leadership role in
commitment to addressing this complex social problem. "In
Minnesota the number of reported cases of se>cual maltreatrnent of
children increased 1330/6 from 1982 to 1984. Reported cases rose
artother 18.60lo from 1984 to 1987 with a total of 8,392 cases reported
in 1987" (Patton, 1991, p.39). With a significant increase in child
sexual abuse cases the impact on child protection, social services,
criminal justice and mental health systems has resulted in an
outgrowth of services and support for victims of child sexual abuse.
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Importance To Soctal Workers/Foster Parents
This study is particularly relevant to the field of social work in
that the author is American Indian and she addresses a topic that is
highly visible in the American Indian Community in Minnesota. It is
important to study families from oppressed groups because a high
proportion of child welfare cases are from ftris population.
This study is important for foster parents as it will distinguish
characteristics and behaviors of both child sexual abuse and fetal
alcohol syndrome/effects and provide concrete and workable
strategies to aid the foster parents in parenting these children. The
foster parents find these children to be very difficult to parent due to
their marry special needs and behavior problems. The foster parents
assume a responsibility far beyond that normally associated with
parenting. The children's physical, intellectual and emotional needs
are very demanding. These children require constant supervision,
repetitious instructions, an extraordinary arnount of ener$r, love and
stnrctural consistency. The ambivalence and stress of fostering these
children will often lead to burnout if the support networks and respite
services are extrausted. Thus, a training program tailored to helping
foster parents meet the needs of ttrese children is crucial.
Setting
A sunrey of existing research and obsenration was conducted by
this author vrho is employed as a licensing social worker at a private,
nonprofit social service agency licensed to provide foster care services
throughout Minnesota. The focus of the obsen ations was Americart
Indian foster parents fostering Indian children who were both sexually
abused and born to alcoholic mothers. These children had many
special needs that were a direct result of the traumas they
uperienced from birth to the present. Arr example of multiple special
needs is a child that is obsessed with sexuality and engages other
children in sexual play. They can be angry arrd eggressive, but are
unable to identi$r or talk about their feelings. They don't trrst anyone
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and will reject nurturing. They are attention deficit hSperactivity
disorder urhich is a child who is hlryeractive and has problems
focusing their attention. They cannot sit still and their behavior is out
of control most of the time. They show no remorse and are capable of
pushing anotleer ehild down stairs and laughing about it. They cannot
follow more than a I step corrmand and their ability to sequence every
day tasks such as brushing their teeth, washing their hands is limited.
The foster homes are treatment homes which consists of four
elements: (U contracting to set goals in areas such as behavioral,
emotional, family involvement, etc. (2) monitoring of the child's
progress in these areas (3) identiflring community resources (4) and
setting expectations for the child. The foster parents are required to
have at least 20 hours of training per year relevant to the child's
special needs. The multi-disciplinary team involved with the child
meets quarterly to review goals, measure progress, and set new goals
if they a-re needed.
Dsfinltlon of Eey Terms
Fetal Alcohol Srmdrome - a collection of various mental and
physical features directly related to the mother's consumpUon of
alcohol while carrying her unborn child. The alcohol has a harmful
effect on the unborn fetus and interferes with the growttr and
development. Some physical characteristics of fetal alcohol slmdrome
EIre: the face looks flat in proftle, small eyes that seem to be far apart,
niurow and slit like or round, flat cheeks, short upturned nose in early
childhood. The area between the nose and upper lip is extended, the
vertical groove dividing this area is flattened or missing, narrow upper
lip which may give the mouth a fish-like shape. Top of ttre nose is
depressed at the bridge between the eyes and wider than normal,
drooping eyelids, lip/cleft palate, short neck, small mid-face and
f'eatures are not always symmetrical.
'fhe abbreviation mS will be used irl this thesis for Fetal Alcohol
Slmdrome.
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Fetal Alcohol Effeqts - occurs when a child is not as severely
damaged as with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome and does not have the ability
to gauge time, has poor judgment, repeats behaviors that had negative
outcomes in the past, has poor impulse control, has memory deficits,
has no fear, is overly friendly to strangers, fails to learn from
experience, needs repetltive instruction, cannot associate behavior
with consequences, ignores wandngs, has no organizational skills and
has limited understandtng of normal issues and a disrupted thought
process. The a.bbreviation FAE witl be used in this thesis for Fetal
Alcohol Effects.
Child Semal Abuse - a non-consensual contact between a child
17 years or younger and a person (often times a family member) who
manipulates, tricks or forces the child into serrual behaviors. Sexual
behaviors are defined as touching, fondling, attempt penetration,
penetration, oral sex, masturbation, stimulation of sexual orgEufs, a-rrd
any ffie of genital or anal contact. No contact sexual behaviors are
pornography, o,rposing genitals and watching or forcing a child to have
sexual contact with others. Chitd semal abuse as described in Eamilv
Sermal Abuse (Jane F. Gillgrrm, 1991, p.g4) involves a misuse of power
where an older, stronger and more sophisticated person takes
advantage of a younger, smaller, and less sophisticated person in order
to satisfy the wishes and feeling of the more powerful person without
any regard for the less powerful person.
Research $uestions
What has research shown to be the effects of both child sexual
abuse and fetal alcohol syndrome or effects on American Indian
children in foster placement?
How has the interrelaUonship between child sexual abuse and
EAS/F:S,E affected the child's behavior and mental capabilities?
I
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3. How ca.n foster parents work effectively with these children?
1
4 What might an adequate trairring program for these foster
parents look like and how should it be evaluated?
Sectlon TEo: Revierr of the tlteratrue
Fetsl Alcohol Syndrome/Effects
The Centers for Disease Control estimate that more than 8,OOO
F:+-S/FH,E babies are born each year. According to Jeneen Grey Eagle,
Director of Project Recovery on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in
South Dakota, it is estimated that 25o/o of the children on the
reservation are impaired by prenatal drinking and that's a conservative
figure (Dorris, 1991, p. 164). Alcohol abuse has been named by some
tribes as their number one health problem because of the high rates of
suicide, homicide, cirrhosis of the liver, and EASIF}\E, each being
directly related to alcoholism.
Recently resea,rch has contributed an abundance of knowledge
and findings on the effects of EAS/FAE. Studies have identified the
effects on the developing fetus which lead to developmental
handicaps, impaired intelligence, central nervous systems dysfunction
and physical deformation. This author will expand on previous
research by examining the effects of both F,q,S/n$,E and child sumal
abuse on Indian children in a foster care setting, and develop a
training program for foster parents in working with these children.
In 1991 Carney and Chernak conducted a study in language
development in 10 American Indian children who were diagnosed as
EAS, and 17 normal Indian children \Mere control subjects. The 10
FA'S children all showed physical and behavioral characterisUcs of Fr{,S.
The control group was not receiving any special education serwices
and were functioning at grade level. Language was assessed by tl:e
Test of l"anguage Development - Primaqr (TOf,n-P) and the Test of
Language Development - Intermediate (TOln-I}. The results of the
study were consistent with previous reports that children diagnosed
with FH,S have deficits in their development of language.
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In 1990 Julienne Conry compared FAS children to FI\E and
normal children in the areas of verbal IO and neuropsychological
abilities. The age rtmge was 5 - l8 years and these children were also
American Indian and living on reservations. For the normal group, the
verbal IQ mean = 82.6, perfonnance IQ mean = 94.2, for the FAE
group, the verbal mean = 84.2, performance IQ mean = 85.5, and for
the FAS group, the verbat Ig meErn = 6O, and performarrce IQ mean =
67.8. It was e:rpected that FA.S children would score lower than
normal and FltE children, but an interesting phenomenon was that
F)tE a-nd normal children were comparable on botfr verbal and
performErnce (Conry, 1990, p.655).
A limitation of ttris study was the children's limited opportunity
to be exposed to the larger society. Cultural isolation artd cultural
sensiUvity of the WISC-R test need to be considered in ttris study;
however, it does support previous research on EAS.
Children with EAE will look normal as tJ'ey do not have the
physical characteristics of FAS. They can also perform at grade level,
but will show deficits in other areas such as processing information,
orgaurizational skills and short attention spErns. They will begin to have
academic difficulty when they reach Junior High status. Their inability
to keep the pace of more difficult work and demands of time limits
will cause them to fall behind. Increased difficulty maintaining
attention, completing assiSnments, loosing assignments and mastering
new academic skills surface to make school attendance stressful. They
c€u1 also possess skills that mask the seriousness of these deficits:
good verbal skills, a friendly and sociable personality, and good
intentions: but as they grow older some children may lose these skills
and underlying deficiencies may then be recognized.
Nanson and Hiscock executed a study in 1990 on attention
deficits in children exposed to alcohol prenatally. 60 children
participated in three groups: (1) normal, (2) eDn and (3) FAS/FAE.
The EAS children all showed signs of pre and post natal growth
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retardation, central neruous system dysfunction and physical
deformities. The FAE children showed lesser sisns and impairments.
The ADD children were diagnosed as being Attention Deficit Disorder.
The parents of groups 2 and 3 both thought their children urere
hlryeractive and inattentive compared to group 1, whose parents
thought their children urere normal. This study also supports Conry,
Carney and Chermak by indicating that alcohol when consumed
prenatalty has harmful effects to the developing embryo and fetus.
Behavioral and learning disabilities are manifestations of central
nervous system dysfunction and have recenfly been associated with the
syndrome.
Similarly children who are receiving special education senrices
are 5 to 7 times more likely to have features compatible with fetal
alcohol exposure than ehildren in regular classrooms according to
Marino, Scholl, Kaq), Yanoff and HetherinSton (1987). They also
believe, "early diagnosis of children at risk would result in timely
referral for evaluation and intervention, thus preventing school failure
and drop ollt" tp.S0).
Patricia Tanner of the Indian Oasis School and Diane Malbin of
the FAS Resource Coalition have developed strategies for working with
EAS/FAE children. Patricia's work consists of the following topics:
encouraging independence, self-esteem, providing child \rith
stmcture, learning, discipline, behavior strategies, and social
behaviors (Tanner, 1991). Diane's work includes 23 guidelines for
working with FAS/FHE children (Malbin,199I). This author will
include their work and incorporate strategies for working with the
child socual abuse victim.
Child Sexual Abuse
It is very difficult to know how widespread child somal abuse is.
There is hesitancy by family members to report it because of secrecy
and pressure from the perpetrator and it is a shame based
phenomenon in some cultures. In the American Indian community
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child sexual abuse happens, and again tt is very difficult to know how
prevalent it is. In 1985 tlle National American Indian Court Judges
Associated stated:
As with any population, tfre occurTence of child sexual abuse in
the American Indian corlmunities does not indicate ttrat it is
culturally sanctioned. NaUve American's place high value on
children and ftnd the occurTence of child semral abuse to be
damaging, disgraceful and frightening (p. 5).
Recent studies have found that children who live w.ith one or
more non-biological parents (step or adopted) are at greater risk of
being sexually abused. "Another factor that seems to be associated
with increased risk is alcohol a.buse or other drugs by one or both
parents (Dalong, Emans & Goldfarb, 1989, p. 145).
Some children who have been sermally abused do not have the
vocabulary to express the trauma they are experiencing and they tend
to act out behaviorally. Others will keep the secret out of fear of
breaking up the family system. Betrayal is an important issue in marry
cases as the perpetrator is often a father whom the child associates
with love and protection.
Charlotte Gilbert (1988), in her study on psychosomatic
syrnptoms: Implications For Child Sexual Abuse, talks about "four
transacUonal patterns that are characteristic of a family process which
is believed to encourage somatization at all levels within the family
system" (Gilbert, 1988, p. 4OI). The four patterns are: (1)
enmeshment, {21 ove{protection, (3) rigidity, and (4) conflict
avoidartce. An enmeshed family will have poor boundaries and family
members have difficulty with separateness. They will be over-
protective by not allow'ing a child to experience growth outside the
family. Children in these families keep to themselves. Rigidity can
also be a sign of keeping a secret, fear that others outside the family
\Mill find out about the abuse. Conflict avoidErnce in families indicates
letting conflict flo unresolved rather than prying into the cause of a
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problem. These four patterns are not absolute; they are often found in
families where ser(ual abuse has happened, but these characteristics
ca.n also be found in norrnal non-abusive families. Child sexual abuse is
more diflicult to distinguish than physical abuse because there are no
visible physical signs, "According to early psyehoanalytic theory,
physical symptoms or disorders for which no organic factors could be
identified were thought to be emotional conversion reactions and were
labeled psychosomatic" (p. 40l).
Besides physical iltness or psychosomatic responses chfldren
who are abused sexually may also act in a number of unusual ways. A
consistent theme in research on child sermal abuse issues is that the
victims "display a variety of disturbed behaviors with iniflat and long
term effects of fear, anger, hostility, Built and shame" (Kelly, 199I, p.
21). Young victims urill often be preoccupied with sexual behavior,
masturbation, and se:mal play. They will often display se>cural
knowledge and interests that are inappropriate for their age.
Excessive masturbation is associated with tryrng to relive the
experience. "RepetiUon and the need to re-experience the traumatic
event is very notable in sexually abused children when they are young
and often when they become adults." (Daldin, 1988, p. 25). Rubin
(1974) states, "Studies of children subjected to traumatic events have
shown that the firightening over stimulating occurrence is not
understood objecUvely, but is interpreted by them in terms of their
fantasies and their previous erperiences (p. 384).
In 1980 Chu and Dill conducted a study on dissociative
symptoms in relation to childhood physical and ssrual abuse. They
found that victims of physical and surual abuse use dissociation to
escape from overwhelming trauma and a.buse. Experiences that are
too painful can be made bearable by dissociation or disowning the
experience as belonging to someone else (p. 887). Hartman and
Burgess (1988) describe dissociaUon:
as a general process in which the mind fragments psychic
integrity in the service of survival by disengaging from an
Augshurg flimflfr+ffiry [.i.ryrtn'+
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ongoing trauma. Sensory dissociation is marked by a total
numbing of a body part: perceptual dissociation is noted in
dimming of sensory cues such as the muffling of sound and ttre
narrowing and distance of the perceptual field; cogniilve
dissociation is noted in the feeling of being someurhere else,
floating above the trauma scene (Hartman & Burgess, p. 445).
There are times when a traumatic experience has not been
processed and is on the mind or it is in the state of denial or
dissociation. This condition will be diagnosed as post traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD). PTSD has been linked to child semal abuse victims,
as the original trauma they re-eq)erience is both conscious and
u"nconscious.
Finkelhor has done extensive research in the area of the trauma
of child se:mal abuse. In 1988 Finkelhor and Browne developed a
model that claims sexual a.buse can be analyzed by four trauma causing
factors which they label traumagenic dynamics. The four factors are
(l) traumatic sexualization, (2) betrayal, (3) powerlessness, and (4)
stigmatization.
These dynamics alter children's cognitive and emotional
orientation to the world, and create trauma by distorting
children's self-concept, world view, and affective capacities. For
example, the dynamic of stigmatiaation distorts children's sense
of their owrr value and worth. The dynamic of powerlessness
distorts children's sense of their ability to control their lives.
Children's attempts to cope with the world through these
distortions may result in some of the behavioral problems that
are courmonly noted in victims of child se:mal abuse (Finkelhor
and Browne, 1988, p. 531).
Personal Experience
This author is employed as a licensing social worker for a
private, non-profi.t, therapeutic foster care agency in St. Paul, MN.
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She supervises ftve American Indian foster families with an average of
4 foster children per home. Approximately one haff of these Indian
children have been sexually abused and show physical, emotional and
behavioral characteristics of HAS/FAE. They have many special needs
and are extremely challenging to parent.
Child abuse, both physical and se:mal witl likely occur among
those who remain with their mothers who continue to abuse alcohol.
The Protective Senrices Agency then places the children in foster care
where they remain while the parents are in rehabilitation.
Permanency for these children often times has not been established in
part due to the inability of the biological parents to turn their Life
around and provide a safe environment for their family. Some of these
children have been in the foster care system most of their lives and
have no sense of family other than the foster parents.
These children display a host of behavioral and emotional
effects, and at times it is difficult to perceive the pain and trauma they
have endured. The foster parents find themselves in positions of not
knowing what will work, and how to work effectively with these
children.
In the author's personal and professional experience in fostering
and supervising foster homes who care for these children, the
behaviors varied on a continuum of mild to out of control. Some pre-
school FI\S/FI\E children can be very loving and seem to have a need
for bodily contact that appears incapable of being satisfted. They like
to touch, fondle, pat and kiss. They will have no fear of strangers and
be overly friendly, and most have a happy personality. In the school
age child, verbal skills can be normal, but as they progress in age they
have significant deficits in memory and understanding. Simp1e daity
tasks need to be reinforced consistently. School personnel will often
judge these children as choosing to act inappropriately instead of
having mental incapabiliUes.
Chitd sernral abuse victims display various behaviors such as
t4
preoccupied with senralit5r, semal play, excessive masturbation,
aggression, and have low self-esteem but mentally these children have
normal intelligence and understanding. Emotionally these children
feel guilt, shame, confirsion and are angry and aggressive.
In the past several decades much attention has been focused on
fetal alcohol syndrome/effects and child sorual abuse; however, none
of the studies focused on the effects of both traumatic e4periences
manifested in one individual.
The authors of the literature in this area agree that both child
sexual abuse and fetal alcohol syndrome have deleterious effects on
children. The studies indicate that although the characteristics of
child sscual abuse compared to fetal alcohol slmdrome are different,
they both have a lasting effect on a ehild's mental and physical life.
Neither c€rn be reversed: however, victims of child sexual abuse can
make progress with a supportive environment and therapy. The fetal
alcohol syndrome child will be retarded for life; thus our serrrice
system must be stmctured to provide life long support to families
fostering these children,
Section Three: Conceptuf,l Eramework
Conceptuf,I trtamework
There EIre ma.ny contributing factors that are direcfly related to
the breakdown of the Indian family. Back as for as f 879 the Federal
goverrrment decided that Indian children would be better off taken
from their parents and sent away to boarding schools tl'at prohibited
the use of their native language and cultural traditions. The theory of
this practice \Has "the problem of race could be solved by educating
the children, not to return to the reservation, but to be assimilated
into the white society" (Unger, 1979, p.I4). The plan of the
Government involved the penntrnent breaking of family ties. The
policy make believed the children were better off living in "giood white
homes". Ttris disruption of family life had its effects both on the
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parents and children. The parents were cheated out of parenting
their owrr children, one of the strongest and fundamental rights of
parenthood. Normally husband and wife have a strong bond in ttreir
commitment to raising their children, and to take away this
responsibility is to disnrpt the balance of the family system and cause
dysfunction within the family. Systems theory explains how a change
in one member affects all other members and the group as a whole.
So the ecological, developmental, perrniutency and competence
perspectives are useful in understanding the effects of FA,S/FAE and
child secual abuse in American Indian families. These four
perspectives form the conceptual framework for this thesis. (Pecora,
Whittaker & Maluccio, 1992, p, 36).
The ecological perspecUve draws from systems theory and
defines human problems as the outcomes of transaction between
environments and people. When there are stresses in the
environment, people tend to function poorly. Child surual abuse and
FA.S/FAE are the psychosocial stressors under discussion. They both
are linked to problematic social functioning.
The ecological perspective is appropriate for working with
Indian families. They share a belief that there is an order, a balance in
the universe and that each and every living creature, every rock, every
plant, every element has a place in maintaining this balance.
The developmental perspective perceives that the environment
contributes to the child's development and adjustment. It also goes
beyond tJ:e environment by including the various "stages and tasks of
the family's life cycle" (Pecora, Wtrittaker & Maluccio 1992, p.41).
Tfauma can retard the developmental process in children. Child
sumal ahuse victims will often regress back to soiling, sucking their
thumb and show signs of clinging behavior. Developmental delay is
one of the main characteristics of FHS/FAE.
In traditional Indian families, children are allowed to develop
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freely. There is not a big concern if a child is not following Erickson's
developmental stages. Their philosophy is, that the child will do these
things when they are ready, this is not to say the parents are
unconcerned and negligent. Indian people are not competitive and it
is considered ill mannered to brag of one's accomplishments.
Various traditions may effect tJ..e Indian child's development.
Ceremonies may hegin early and play an important role in the
Iife of the child, Indian child rearing is,also influenced by the
traditional belief ttrat each child is unique from its earliest
moments. Children are believed to be born with the power,
ability, and right to mahe important choices or decision.
Noncoercive and noninterfering styles of parenting evolve from
such a philosophy (Everett, Proctor, & Cartmell, 1983 p. 595).
The child rearing miulagement styles of Indian families today
differ from traditional to acculturated. According to John G. Red
Horse, There are three distinct lifestyle patterns of American Indians.
(I) traditional families who accept some of the dominant societies
activities. Indian cultural activities such as pow wows, naming
ceremonies, sweat lodge, sundance and spirituality take precedence
over all others. (2) bicultural families tend to adapt the dominant
cultures way of life. Tfaditional values remain of interest but they are
not involved. A bicultural family may attend a pow wow but sit on the
sidelines and watch the dancing instead of participating in the dance.
(3) pantraditional Indian families will overfly struggle to redefine and
reconfrm the culture they have lost. They \Mill avoid the ways of the
dominant society. (Red Horse, 1978, p. 69). The lifestyle patterrrs
varJr, but the extended family networks remain intact in all three
patterns.
Today the extended family is a resource network for many
Indian people. The extended family can give a member many
relatives whose responsibilities are clear because of their place
and position within the individual's social context. Family
members are interdependent and needs are met in many ways.
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For the Indian child in an extended family, many supports will
be a:vailable. (Everett, Proctor, & Cartmell, 1983, p. 594).
Ideally senrice providers should be aware of these differences so
they can plan appropriate senrices to fit the family lifestyle pattern.
The permanency planning perspective is relevant to tJlis study
in that the program development is specifically for Indian foster
parents and Indian children in foster placement. This perspective
emerged out of the inappropriate removal of children from their
homes and placed in institutions (orphEulages, boarding schools, etc.).
The basic philosophy of this perspective is: children have the right to
live in a family setting, witll loving, continuolts, dependable parents
whether it comes from natural, foster, or adoptive parents.
Permanency for Indian children is difficult when we look at tl'e
unstable living conditions that children in foster care are expected to
return to. The parents are often struggling with poverty, alcohol
abuse, unemplo5rment, and without a clear understanding of the legal
system that cEul operate against them.
The competence perspective builds on the strengths, skills,
coping abilities, social support and community resources as a means of
empowering families. This perspecUve can also be very useful when
providing sendces to Indian families. Indian people have experienced
many losses in their lives, the loss of their culture, children, religion,
language, burial grounds, self-esteem, land, independence and tlle
right to live where they desire. In building on their strengths, Indian
people have sunrived severe devastation, ttreir resiliency and ability to
cope has proved they are determined people.
The extended family stmcture serves as a natural support system
and is one of the greatest strengths of Indian people. Aunts, uncles,
and grandparents all share in the responsibility of raising the children.
The greatest strength of Indian families lies in their ability to keep
their values, traditions and spirituality alive. Families who have
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accomplished thls are compatible and have strong family ties.
Intervention strategies should be carefully considered when
working urith Indian people. Authoritative or highly directing or
controlling approaches may be particularly counterproductive.
Lecturing, advice giving, and even making suggestions may, for
example, be interpreted as tntmsive. Patience and
understanding of cultural differences will minimize the
fmstrations for both the seruice provider and the client fEverett,
Proctor, & Cartwell, 1983, p. 596).
Section Four: Program Deslgn/MetJrodologr
Descriptlon of Program
Indian foster parents at MN Human Service Associates attend a
share and support group for 2 hours each month. At this group foster
parents share problems and successes associated with fostering. This
author facilitates a group that is made up of 5 Indian foster parent
families, 3 of these families are extended family members and are
related. Each foster family has at least I child in placement that is
both a victim of child somal abuse and has characteristics of F}q,.,S/FAE.
Comments from the group are similar to the monthly progress reports
the foster parents submit on each child in placement. Comments to
the effect of : *We are taking one day at a time urith Greg, nothing
seems to work" or "I need some concrete techniques to apply in
working \rith Jenny" are corlmon. Approximately three fourths of the
share and support time is spent on discussion of working with child
se:rual abuse and FA,S/FAE children in foster care.
This author concluded from the comments and progress
reports, there was a need for the development of a training progrrun.,
with strategies and recorlmendations to address the needs of the
foster parents and foster children.
The function of this training program \MiIl be to increase the
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knowledge and skills of the foster parents in the areas of child sumal
abuse and FAS/FAE, and to provide social support in ttreir role as
foster parents.
In this study, child semal abuse and FA,S/FAE were examined
separately. There \Has no previolrs research on the two variables
together. The author udll identiff the characteristics and behaviors of
child sermal abuse and FHS/FAE by previous research and her personal
experience as a social worker and as a foster parent.
This training could also be useful for the foster child's biological
family and extended family members when the child returns home.
Extended family could assist the parents when they are in need of
respite serrrices.
The training program will be implemented according to tl,e
following design elements: (U foster parents will be informed of the
training through their licensing social worker (2) the target
population will be American Indian foster parents/caregivers who are
fostering Indian children urittr FAS/FAE and victims of child se><ual
abuse (3) the location will be the metropolitan area (4) the training
material will be disseminated to the foster parents by their licensing
social worker (5) the participants will be involved in the training for 6
weeks (6) the caregivers will then evaluate this training by completing
a questionnaire.
Resources Needed To Implement
The resources recommended for this training consists of: a
conference room to meet for 6 consecutive weeks for 4.5 hours, color
TV, VCR, blackboard or flip chart, audio and videos, lO copies of the
Broken Cord, lO copies of the Spirit Weeps, a speaker who specializes
in child sermal abuse, a speaker who specializes in FAS/FAE, loose leaf
notehooks udth selected readings, xerox machine, xerox paper,
stamps, overhead projector, transparency's, tablets and pencils.
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In order for the licensing social worker to contact perspective
participants of the training, she wtll request a list of all Indian foster
parents in the agency from support staff. She will inform the birth
parents of the training when she does the birth parent orientation and
at this time she can get the nilmes and addresses of any extended
family that would be interested in attending. Participants will be
requested to caII the social worker urithin 2 weeks to let her know if
they plan on attending so she can plan accordingly.
Section Eive: Training Program
Tlatningi for Caregfvers of FAS/FAE and Chtld SeEueI Abuse Victims
This trainhg is designed for adult American Indian foster
parents, birth parents and extended family members who provide care
for children who are both FAS/FI{E and victims of child sumal abuse.
The training is solutions oriented. The goals of ttre training are to
increase the knowledge and skills of the caregivers through readings,
audio and video's, speakers, discussion and strategies for working with
these children. Learning is more meaningful if different ways are used
to teach the same ideas because it is easier to grasp and accept. 'Adult
learners tend to have a problem-centered orientation to learning arrd
they want to apply tomorrow what they learn today. Adult learners are
often times in training becarrse they are experiencing inadequacy in
coping with current life problems." (Knowles, 1978, p. 58).
In the author's expeilence in working with American Indian
people, the style of learning that is most successful is role modeling.
This is the primary reason in having both foster parents and birth
parents in training together. Foster parents caulr role model effective
parenting skills for the birth families.
A professional diagnosis or evaluation of F!\S/FAE is not a
prerequisite for this training; however, it would be helpful if the
careglver had knowledge of the maternal social history of alcohol
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abuse. Foster parents generally are informed of the reason a child is in
foster care at the tJme of the inifial placement.
Participants are asked to mahe 3 commitments: 1) to attend all
6 sessions, 2) to complete 10 - 15 minutes of charting the child's
behavior daily, 3) to complete an evaluation of tl'e training upon
completion of the last session.
Time will be allowed at the close of each session for sharing
ideas and discussion of issues. For confidentiality purposes what is
shared in group, will stay in group and is not to be discussed outside
the group.
The licensing social worker udll facilitate the training, she urill
also be responsible for contacting tlle foster parents, birth parents and
extended family to inform them of when and where the training will
be held. Flyers of the training will be mailed to participants 2 weeks
prior to the training.
Goals And ObJectlves For Tratning Ctriculum
Goal f
To expand the foster parent's knowledge of child sexual abuse
and FAS/FAE.
ObJecfrve
To provide educational opportunities for foster parents on child
semal ahuse and EAS/FAE.
Tasks
I Foster parents will view the training videos The Broken
Cord and Child Semal Ahuse.
Foster parents will network urith other parents who ctrre
for this population of children.
Foster parents will read books and journal articles on child





To improve the skills of foster parents in the areas of child
sexual abuse and' F}\S/FAE.
ObJecdve
To provide foster parents with workable training strategies and
recommendations for working with children who have been
se:mally abused and are FA,S/HE.
Tasks
I Foster parents will parlicipate in the training curriculum
for 6 weeks.
Foster parents will attend at least 2 workshops/seminars,
I on child semal abuse and 1 on R1S/F:\E.




To provide support and consultation to tlre foster parents.
Tasks
1. Foster parents will chart foster child's behavior daily.
2. Strategies for working with the foster child will be
demonstrated by the social worker.
3. Foster parents will consult with a professional therapist
who specializes in FAS/HE on a weekly basis.
GoaI g
To maintain foster children with EAS/FAE and child sexual abuse
in placement until they have attained their goals outlined in the
placement plan.
ObJecttve
To decrease the number of disrupted placements of children




I Social worker \rill request a report from the information
systems on the number of disrupted placements of child
semal abuse and FA,S/FAE before the training.
Time to share and bring up concerns. 45 minutes
The report urill be comptrred to another report taken after
foster parents have completed training, approximately
after 2 months, and again aft,er one year.
Format For Trainfng
Buslncss Housekeeping details, unfinished business from the
week before and announcements. 5 - lO minutes
Check In Problems encountered, success stories, concerns
and ask for time if needed. t5 - 20 minutes
Didactic Audios and video, lecture, discussion, exercise,
questions. 1.5 hours
Break 15 minutes
Sktlls Sgttdrng Social worker will discuss and demonstrate




Homework Selected readings, pass out materials. 15 minutes
Check Out Closure. 5 minutes
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I
Outltne For Tlafnfng Currlculum
Introduction
A Fetal Alcohol Syndrome is a birth defect
1, Second most common birth defect
2. Number I cause of mental retardation urith a known
preventable cause
3. I out of 75O babies born in the U.S. have FA'S.
4. F:q,.,S causes hoth physical and mental developmental delays
5. Number 1 most preventable birth defect
IL Clinical aspects of FAS/FiIE
A Central nervous system damage
1. Mental retardation
2. Poor brain development
3. Other problems associated with central nervous system
damage and functional deficits
a hSperactivity
h tremulousness
c. weak sucking ability
d. inability to rhythmic bonding patterns with mother
e. poor attention spans
f. lack of fear of strangers
4. IO's of FAS children average 68 and show no improvements
over time
a the range of FAS children's IQ is 16 through lOG
b. the normal child's IQ is IOO
B Growth Deficiency
1. T)pical growth deficiency of FAS children is of pre-natal
onset
2. Post natal catch up gro\Mth does not occur in FAS children
3. EAS children are usually below the third percentile for
height, weight, and head circumference
C. Physical abnormalities
1. Characteristic facial features of FAS a.re usually incomptetely
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developed
a eyes (small eye openings)
b. facial bones (flat nasal bridge), receding chin and flat
facial profile
c. nose (short, small nose, nostrils often anteverted
d. mouth and lips (long, smooth area between nose and
upper lip, no groove, very thin upper lip
e. ears (posterior rotation and railroad tracking, 2 bars of
cartilage
2. Joint and bone abnormalities
a. abnormal palm creases indicate poor pre-natal joint and
bone development in hands
b. limited movement of fingers and elbows
III. Behavioral lndicators
A Repetitive self-stimulating behavior, rocking or head rolling
B Fearlessness and unresponsiveness to verbal caution
C Difficutty making choices
D. Inability to handle money age appropriately
E. Poor social judgment
E Hyperactivity
G. Indiscriminate attachment to strangers/lack of attachment to
caregivers
H. Have trouble internalizing modeled behavior's
(These are suggestions, there are many more, time witl not
permit the discussion of all the behaviors.
Suflfiested videos iurd audios
Circle of Life, A Cry for Help: Drugs, Alcohol and Pregnancy
Suggested Readings
Broken Cord, Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Facts and Choices
Chitd S€xusl Abuse






4. Low tolerance for family tension
5. Alienation from the famity
6. Inability to ttrst
7. Loneliness
8. Depression
9. Anger and aggression
lO Phobias
EI Behavioral Syrnptoms
I. Sudden change in behavior
2. Eating and sleeping problems
3. Regressive or infantile behavior
4. Extreme behavior related to personal hygiene
5. Excessive concern about nighttime security
6. Withdrawal
7. Alcohol drrg abuse
8. Sumal promiscuity
9. Inappropriate sexual knowledge/play
IO Se>mal abuse of others
V. Responding to the Problem
A Breaking the cycle
1, Philosophy and assumptions
2. The treatment process
3. Individual therapy
4. Group therapy
5. Reconstnrcting the family
\II. Where Do We Go From Here




"Greatest Strengths /Greatest Weakness"
3. Grieving in native communities
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4. Communtties affected by multiple changes of sexual abuse
5. Issues for native care givers
This outline on s$rual abuse follows the book ''The Spirit'W'eeps"
by Tony Martens, 1988.
Suflgested Videos:
Touch by Illusion Theater
Suggested Reading:







Dlo$rrosls of fAS/fAE srd Some Common Characteristlcs
(compiled by Rick Lucero Ed. S. Workshop handout)
Diagnosis of FA,S is a clinical judgment best made by a specially
trained physician with experience in syndrome idenUfication, usually a
dysmorphologist or a medical geneUcist. The diagnosis is made from
physical examtnation of the patient, supplemented with information
regarding the prenatal erq)osures, the birth record, and the medical
history. Currenfl5r, there is no laboratory test available for F:\,S.












distracilbility and short attention spans
perseveration in both speech and activity
poor coordination
difficulty in classroom situations



















alcohol - induced developmental impairment that entails less
than the full complement of Fr\S s5rmptoms
more difficult to diagnose than FAS
in marry respects just as debilitafing as the full syndrome
far more wide spread within the general population
Behaviors of F-AE
repeated failure to master the multiplication tables
inability to judge Ume
inability to conform to patterns of social funcUoning that depend
on an internal appreciation of long-term consequences of
"morality"
dfficulty with peers or life management problems
show poor judgment and repeat behaviors that have had negative
outcomes in the past
some children may use a large vocabulary without really
understanding the content of what they are saying, Ers a result,
they may initially sound more capable than the are.
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Exhibtt III
The Role of 1tadttlonal Tenchlngg tn the HeaHng Process
Respected and wise Elders speak about the importance in
healing of helping Nafive people to learn their trle history and
to use the knowledge of that history as a healing tool:
"Iranr,ing the history tahes us back to a time when there was
somethlng to be proud of."
"It is important for people to know their tn e history so tl'ey can
draw from the strength of it." (In the Spirit of the Family,
National Native Association of Tfeatment Directors)
There are so many cultural and traditional beliefs that are
remembered, and sometimes still practiced today. It was these
teachings practiced in their daily lives that made Indian families
and coilrmunities strong and healthy. Today, ma.ny of these
beliefs still exist, and continue to be passed on to new
generations. However, they are not as strongly practiced as they
once were. For example, young people learn that it is still
important to respect elders, even though there are many elders
who have not yet undergone their own healing. Still it is
important to recognize the strengths of the teaching, and the
importance of encouraging and supporting elders in their
stnrggle to regain their roles as leaders, role models and
teachers. It is important to identiry those cultural values and
beliefs that could serve to strengthen the Native community
today; particularly those that discourage unhealthy behaviors,
such as sexual abuse, from continuing into the next generations:
Respect for all of creation - men and women, children, elders,
all the animals, birds, fish and the land.
The Elder is the teacher because he/she has lived his/her life,
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and so has e4perience and knowledge in alt areas of life.
Elders eafir their respected place in the community by the way
that they have lived their lives.
Children are loaned to us from the Creator and , fls gifts from the
Creator, they must be loved and nurtured and taught all the
knowledge and skills that they will need to sunrive and to thrive.
Children are prepElred for, long before they are born. Some
prophesies say that a child does not come into the world without
the approval of seven grandfathers.
When a woman is carrSring a child, it is important for her to be
serene and happy at all times. It is the family's responsibility to
care for her during this time.
Children are the parents' responsibility for life.
Women, Ers lifegivers and lifebearers, are always highly respected.
They have a special place in the community.
The relationship between man and woman is one of respect and
caring.
Ma:riage was a sacred bond and a lifetime commitment. It is
the family's responsibility to be involved in the important
decisions that a young person must malce about marriage.
Rites of passage through the use of ceremony, ritual and
celebration a.re important in helping to guide a young person
from one stage of life to another.
Adults role-model appropriate hehavior and protocol for the
community.
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Building relationships, w'ithin the family and outside, is art
important part of life.
In traditional times, spirituality meant everything to Indiart
people. Spiritual beliefs are what guided people in their
relationship with one another, and with all living things. It was
these teachings ttrat prevented abuse in any form to be
acceptable in the Native community. For example, the strong
belief that Indian people held for the sacredness of life, and the
prayers that they offered to the spirits and to ttre Creator, would
not allow any kind of abuse, partlcularly somal abuse of children,
to exist in the traditional Native community.
There are mErny Indian spiritual, and Christian, teachings today,
that could help to strengthen the Native family and community.
To a people for whom spirituality once meant ever5rthing, it is
possible for such teachings and beliefs to be revived and
strengthened. It is possible to stop se:rual abuse in the Native
corlmunity over the next two generations, once the secret has
been broken. (National Native Association of Treatment
Directors, 1991, p. 70 - 72)
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Exhibtt w








Somatization tesp.lower abdominal/pelvic pain)
Pseudosseizure
Interpersonal
Ps eu dom aturity/ immaturity Overcomplianc e / aggre s siven es s
Poor peer relations





























(Gilbert, 1988, p. 4O4.)
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EXHIBIT V
Defense Mechanlsms Used By
Chttd Serual Abuse Vlctlms
dissociation - when the mind fragments psychic integrity in the
service of suruival by disengaging from an ongoing trauma.
denial - totally discounting that something has happened or that
one has a negaflve emotional reaction to an event.
repression - keeping from conscious awa.reness all aspects of a
traumatic event.
splittin g - a conflict between the demands of the instinct and of
reality. In the somally abused child, splits are noted in the good
versus bad parent, the loved versus the hated child etc.
fragmentation of self - dismption of integrative personality
functions that result in knowledge of self, Eul awareness of one's
capacity to aggress is blocked. The child is unaware of assaulting
another child.
arousal disharmony - disnrption of the capacit5r to regulate
states of excitement and calmness. In the sermally abused child
there is a premature excitation of body sensaUons compounded
by fear and confusion. Incongment commtrnds from the offender
dismpt the child's naturally unfolding ability to regulate sensory
input. One example of this is excessive masturbation without
awareness (Hartman and Burgess, 1988, p. a5).
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Introductlon To Strategfles And Recorrrm endatlors
The trainer \ryill dtscuss and show examples of how to apply and
when to use the strategies and recommendations tn tlle skills building
segment of the training. Participants will be encouraged to dialogue
with each other and the trainer during this discussion and
demonstration.
When a child who has been somally ahused and placed in foster
care, the multi-disciplinary team involved with the placement
recommends professional therapy to address abuse issues. The
recommendations presented in this training are hy no mea.ns meant to
take the place of therapy but are techniques for the caregivers to apply
on a daily basis. They u/ere designed to help the child understand and
heal from the abuse.
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RECOMMENDATIONS F.OR WORKING UrITH
CHILDREN WHO IIAVE BEEN SEXUALLY
ABUSED
SELF ESTEEM
+ 'I REINFORCE DAILY HOW IMPORTAI{T THEY ARE.
* * THEY FIAVE A RIGHT TO FEEL SAFE.
* * GT\TE THEM SOME POWER, LET THEM MAKE SOME DECISIONS,
EXAIVIPLE; "DO YOU WAI{T TO WEAR YOUR RED DRESS OR
YOUR NEI'I/ JUMP SUIT?''
* * LET THEM KNOW WIIAT FIAPPENED WA.S NOT THEIR FAUIJT.
+ + LET THEM KNOW YOU LOVE THEM NO IVIA]TER WI{AT
FIAPPENED TO THEM.
* * REINFORCE THE EACT TFIAT THEY ARE NOT BAD AI{D TFIAT
THE ABUSE DIDNT FIAPPEN BECAUSE THEY WERE BAD.
'} * ROLE MODEL FEELINGS, CHILDREN WILL USUALLY IMITATB
THEIR CARETAT(ERS.
* * CHILDREN FIA\IE A FI,ARD TIME IDENTIFYING A}IGER
ESPECIALLY TOWARDS A PAREI{T WHO THEY I,OVE AT{D
WHO HAS HURT THEM. LET THEM I(NOW YOU CAI{ BE
AIUGRY AT SOMEONE AI{D STILL FIAVE FEELINGS OF LO\TE
FOR THEM.
+ * SHOW THEM WAYS THEY CAI{ E}(PRESS A}IGER WITHOUT
HURTING THEMSELVES OR OTHERS.
+ ,I SUGGEST THEY DRAW A PICTURE OF WHO THEY ARE ANGRY AT
AI.ID THEN EITHER TEAR IT UP OR PUT IT ON THE DART
BOARD.
+ + IF THEY ARE AI{GRY, GO WITH THEM TO GgT SOME PHYSICAL
E}GRCISE, JUMP ROPE, RUN TO THE PARK, ETC.
* * ALI'IIAYS ASK A CHILD WHO HAS BEEN SBXTJALLY ABUSED IF
YOU CAIV HUG THEM.
* * LET THEM KNOW IT'S NORIVIAL TO WAI{T TO BE HUGGED, BUT
IT'S OK TOO IF THEY DON'T WAI{T A HUG, THEY FIAVE THE
RIGHT TO SAY NO.
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* * USE AFFIRIVIATIONS, THEY ARE STHTEMENTS ABOUT
STRENGTHS AT{D POSTTNIE WISHES. EXAIVIPLE I'M GI.AD
YOUR LMING WITH IJS'' OR ''IT'S OK TO BE SCARED AI{D
AI{GRY"
'} + E}(PI.AIN TO THEM WFIAT IS THEIR EAULT AhID WHAT IS NOT.
AIq EXAIVIPLE; YOUR EAUIJT - YOU EAILED YOUR SPBLLING
TEST BECAUSE YOU DIDNT STUDY OR YOU WERE
GROUNDED FOR NOT LOOKING AT YOUR WArcH AI-ID
coMING HOME ON TIME. NOT YO-UR EAULT - YOU EAILED
YOUR SPELLING TEST BECAUSE SOMEONE STOLE YOUR
SPELLING BOOK OR YOU DO WI{AT AMDULT SAYS, A[-ID
THEN FIND OIJT THEY WERE TRICKING YOU.
GRIEVING
* * TELL THE SEKIALLY ABUSED CHILD YOU WILL TAITE CARE OF
THEM AI{D KEEP THEM SAFE.
+ T TELL THE CHILD TO TELL YOU IF THEY WAhIT TO TALK, IF THBY
FEEL LIKE CRYING, IF THEY FEEL SAD, OR IF THEY NEED A
HUG.
* + E)(PIAIN TO THE CHILD TFIAT THEY CAI{ STILL LOVE SOMEONE
TFIAT FIA,S SERIOUS PROBLEMS, AhID SOMETIMES THAT
PROBLEM MEA}IS THEY CAIV'T LTVE WITH THEM.
+ * CHILDREN GRIEVE, WHETHER YOU SEE IT OR NOT. SOME
SIGNS OF A GRIEVING CHILD COULD BE WTTHDRAWAL,
AI{}ilETY, SADNESS, AI{GER, AGGRESSIVENESS AI{D
CLINGING BEFIAVIOR.
* * LET THE CHTLD KNO1V [T'S OK TO CRY IF THEY FEEL SAD, TFIAT
CRYING WILL h{AKE THEM FEEL BETTER. LET THE CHILD
KNO1V THEY CAI*I SIT ON YOUR I.AP AI{D CRY, OR SIT BESIDE
YOU. TFIAT YOU WILL BE THERE FOR THEM.
* 'T LET THE CHILD KNOW YOU CAN'T TAKE AIfr/AY THB PAIN, BUT
YOU CAN HELP BY BEING WITH THEM, ALSO LET THEM
KNOW IF THBY WAI{T TO CRY ALONE TFIAT IS OK TOO.
CHILDREN'S REACTIONS TO SEXUAL
ABUSE
* * A CHILD 1VIAY FIAVE AI{GER OUTBURSTS, TEMPER TANTRUMS
OR WORDS OF HATE. LET THIS FIAPPEN, THEY ARE DBALING
IN THEIR WAY WITH SOME STRONG FEELINGS.
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* * THERE ARE TIMES WHEN WE NEED TO REDIRECT THE AI{GER
SO THEY WILL NOT HURT THEMSELVES OR OTHERS.
PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE CHILD TO E)(PRESS
THEIR FEELINGS, THIS COULD BE DRAWING, FI.AVE A
FEELINGS BOOK FOR THEM SO THEY CAIV E)(PRESS THEIR
FEELINGS BY DRAWING HOVT THEY FEEL.
+ + ACKNOTIILEDGE THEIR FEELINGS ''I HNOW YOU ARE IVIAD AT
ME, BUT IT IS NOT OK TO HIT ME, TFIAT IS A RULE IN THIS
HOUSE.
+ * SOME CHILD SEXTJAL ABUSE VICTIMS WILL BE MEAT{ TO THE
PETS, THIS BEFIAVIOR NEEDS TO BE CONFROI{TED, YOU
MIGHT SAY ''IT IS NOT OK TO KICK THE DOG, I KNOW YOU
ARE IVIAD, BUT YOU CAI{NOT TAI(B IT OUT ON THE DOG, WE
NEED TO TALK ABOUT WFIAT YOU WERE FEELING WHEN
YOU DECIDED TO KICK THE DOG'"
* + SOME VICTIMS OF CHILD SEXTJAL ABUSE WILL N{ASTURBATE
EXCESST\IELY EVEN IN PUBLIC, THIS BEFIAVIOR ALSO
NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED. YOU COULD SAY ''I KNOW IT
PROBABLY FEELS GOOD WHEN YOU DO T'II,I'*T, BUT IT IS NOT
APPROPRIATE TO DO THIS IN FRONT OF OTHERS, YOU
NEED TO GO TO THE BATHROOM FOR TO - 15 MINUTES,
IT'S OK TO DO TFIAT IN THERE. CONTINUE TO BRING THIS
TO THEIR ATTENTION.
IT + SOME VICTIMS IVIAY ALSO TRY TO VICTIMIZE YOUNGER AND
VTJLNERAE}LE CHILDREN. THEY NEED TO HEAR THIS
BEFIAVIOR WILL NOT BE TOLERATED AI{D IT'S NOT OK TO
TOUCH OTHER CHILDREN, BOUNDARIES NEED TO BE
CLEAR AT{D REINFORCED DAILY.
+ * SOME CHILDREN WHO HAVB BEEN ABUSED WILL WAI{T TO BE
AROUND YOU CONSTAI{TLY, IF THEY WANT YOU TO ROCK
OR CUDDLE THEM A LOT YOU WILL PROBABLY FIAVE TO
FULFILL THIS CLINGING NEED. THIS BEFIAVIOR WILL PASS
ESPECI.ALLY WHEN THEY REALIZE YOU ARE THERE TO
PROTECT A}ID IVIAKE THEM FEEL SAFE.
'} 'f YOU IVIAY FIAVE TO GO INTTO THE CHILD'S ROOM AI{D READ TO
THEM OR SIT FOR A WHILE, THIS IS PREFERRED RATHER
TT{AN LETTING THEM SLEEP IN BED WITH YOU. YOU IvIAY
AI^SO HA\TE TO LEAVE A NIGHT LIGHT ON ALL NIGHT, A
STUFFED AI{II\IIAL OR A DOLL TO SLEEP WITH IVIAY BE A
COMFORT TO THEM.
* * ALTvIIAYS KNOCK BEFORE GOING INTO THEIR ROOM, LET
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THEM KNOW TFIAT THEY MUST AI-SO I(NOCK BEFORE
COMING IT{TO YOUR BEDROOM. WE CAIVNOT STRESS
BOUNDARIES ENOUGH.
* * SOME CHILDREN WHO HAVE BEEN SEXTJALLYABUSED WILL BE
SEXTJALLY PROVOCAITVE WTrI{ ADUITS. THEY NEED A
CLEAR MESSAGE TFIAT THIS BEFIAVIOR IS NOT
APPROPRIATE. CHILDREN WILL ACT THIS WAY BECAUSE
THEY WAI{T TO I(NOW IF ALL ADUTTS WILL TAT(E
ADVA}IIAGE OF THEM. BE CAREFTJL NOT TO IVIAKE THEM





Compiled by Patricia Tanner, Ph. D.
ENCOURAGTNG TNDEPE-.IIpENrCE
** FOSTER INDEPENDENCE IN SELF HELP, PT,AY AI{D LEARNING
ACTIVITIES
** ENCOURAGE DECISION I\{AKING. ALLOW CHILD TO IVIAKE
MISTAI(ES.
++ ENCOURAGE AT{D PERMIT THE CHILD TO LEAD IN
CHILD/ADUIJT PI,AY.
*+ ENCOURAGE THE CHILD TO SELF MONTTOR.
** GIVE YOUR CHILD CHOICES.
*t ENCOURAGE TRYING SOMETHING FIRST BEFORE THEY ASK
FOR HELP.
ttr r|t PUT LIST OF PROBLEM SOLVING STRATEGIES IN
CONSPICUOUS PI-ACE.
Ir* FOCUS ON DAILY LMNG (SURVTVAL) SKILI^S.
** IVIAKE LIST AT{D PUT IT ON REFRIGERATOR OF WI{AT TO DO
TODAY.
SELF ESTEEM
** ENCOURAGE CHILD TO ''HELP'' AS A VALUED MEMBER OF
THE FAIVIILY
* * MONITOR THEIR NEGATTVE THOUGHTS AI{D SUBSTITUTE
POSITNIE STHTEMENTS FOR THOSE THOUGHTS.
'T * ENCOURAGE THE USE OF POSITTVE SELF TALK.
* * WORK WITH YOUR CHILD ON BODY II\,IAGE AI{D SELF IMAGE.
PROVIDING CHILD WITH STRUCTURE









ESTABLISH A FEW SIMPLE RULES. USE SAIVIE I.A}IGUAGE
O\IER AI.ID OVER.
DEVET,OP HELI,O AI{D FAREWELL RITUAI,S BETWEEN
PARENTS AT.ID CHILD
ESTABLISH ROUTINES SO CHILD CAI*I PREDICT COMING
EVENTS.
GnrE CHILD ADVAf.ICE WARI*IING Ar{ ACTTVTIY WILL BE O\/ER
SOON.
FOR SHORT TASKS, INSIST CHILD FINISH WFIAT THEY START
BEFORE GOING ON TO NE}il ACTNTTY.
FOR UNPREDICTABLE BET{AVIOR AT BEDTIME: ESTN.BLISH A
FIRM ROUTINE.










MODEL AT{D ENCOURAGE IMITHTION OF DAILY E\IENTS IN
REPRESEhTHTIONAL PI-AY.
GNIE YOUR CHILD ONLY SHORT TA.SKS TO COMPLETE AT
FIRST.
SPEND TIME NOTICING, DESCRIBING EVENTS, OB.IECTS,
DETAIT,S AI{D COMPARING. INCREASE AIJIIARENESS OF
SURROUNDINGS.
CHUNK WORI(. BREAT( IT DOWN TNTO I\iIANAGEABLE PIECES.
DONT ,\SSUME CHILD FIA.S GENERALIZED A LEARNED
LESSON.
VISUAL CHANNEL PRIIVIARY. A PICTURE PAINTS A
THOUS$ID WORDS.
READING AI{D WRITING h{AY BE E.\SIER TO LEARN THAN
ARITHMETIC. DONT THINK YOU CHILD IS lj,ry OR
STUBBORN.
ESTIq,BLISH A}I EXCFIANGE SYSTEM WITH YOUR CHILD.
EgUATE TO MONEY.
++ BE CONCRETE WHEN TEACHING A NEIIII CONCEPT.
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DISCIPLINE:
** SET LIMITS AhID CONSISTENTLY FOLLOW THEM.
** SPEND TIME ThLKING ABOTJT CAUSE-EFFECT
RET,,ATIONSHIPS.
** LIMIT TTME CHILD IS B}(PECTED TO SIT OUIETLY.
CHANGE REWARDS OFTEN TO KEEP INTEREST IN REII/ARD
GETTING HIGH.
RE\4IARD MORE TFIAN YOU PUNISH TO INCREASE SELF
ESTEEM IN CHILD.
USE TIME OUT WHEN CHILD'S BEFIAVIOR BECOMES
EXCESSIVE.
IF CHILD BECOMES DISCOURAGED BECAIJSE DIDNT LEARN
FROM PAST MISTAT(ES, STRESS JUST GETTING A}IOTHER
CFIANGE TO LEARN IT.












BE AWARE TFIAT NEGATME BEFIAVIOR IVIAY BE A SI{KIPTOM
OF UNMET NEEDS.
REVIEW A}ID REPEAT CONSEGUENCES OF BEFIAVIORS.
REINFORCE SCHOOL RULES.
AI{TICIPATE DAI{GER SIGNS AND SITUATIONS AI{D PI.AI{
AFIEAD.
DONT DEBATE OR ARGUE O\TER RULES OR INFRACTIONS.
"Just do it."
** SPECIFICALLY I-AEIEL OBNO}ilOUS BEFIAVIOR.
+* IVIAKE HOUSE RULE TI.IAT CHILD PUTS ONE TOY A1VAY
BEFORE GETTING ANOTHER ONE OUT.
*+ NOTICE WHEN CHILD IS DOING WELL OR BEFIAVING
APPROPRIATELY.
** AVOID THREATS.
*+ DON'T GET HOOKED INTO YOUR CHILD'S TAIYTRUM.
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BEHAVIOR
MODEL/ ENCOURAGE SELF-TALK TO HELP COI{TROL
IMPULSTVITY.
REDIRECT BEFIAVIOR.
II{TERVENE BEFORE BEHAVIOR ESCAI.ATES.
TEACH GENERALIZATION OF BEHAVIORS.
USE KITCHEN TIMER FOR THE TR,.SK RELUCTAI{T CHILD.
MODEL AI{D PRACTICE POSITTVE PEER II{TERACTIONS.
DON'T DEPEND ON CHILD'S FEAR TO PREITENT THEM FROM
DOING SOMETHING DAI{GEROUS. ASSUME THEY WILL.
WORK ON COMPLIANCE.
FOCUS ON BEHAVIORAL STA}IDARDS.
c aa
AVOID SITUAI]ONS WHERE CHILD WILL BE OVER
STIMUI-ATED, BY PEOPLE, SOUND, LIGHT, MO\TEMENT,
THINGS.
BETTER TO SThRT DAY WITH DEDICATION, IF NEEDED,
THEN TO CHASE THE BEHAVIOR IATER. IF MEDICATION IS
















COT{TROL AI\,IOUI{T OF TV WATCHING AT{D AVOID BI.MNG
NINTENDO.
KEEP LE\TEI,S OF CONFUSION AI{D NOISE AT HOME LOW.
STRESS LISTENING SKILT,S.
rt rt I.ANGUAGE - A I.ARGE gUAI{TITY OF SPEECH IS NOT THE
SAIVTE AS GIUALITY OF I-AI{GUAGE.
** FIA\IE CHILD TAKE AI{ ACTION BREAI( AFTER SITTING
SUIETLY. ALTERNATE ACTME TIMES WITH REI.AXATION.
*+ FIA\/E A PI.AN IN PI-ACE TFIAT THE CHILD PREFERS, FOR
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"QUIET TIME", WHICH CHILD CAI-I FOLLOW WHEN FEELING
OVER\]IIHELMED.
EDUCATIONAL RECOMMENDAT IONS:
++ FIND A CHILD ADVOCATE AT SCHOOL FOR YOUR CHILD.
E}PLORE PI.ACEMENT OPTIONS, SPECIAL EDUCATION,
PROGRAN{ OPTIONS. FOR APPROPRIATE EDUCATIONAL
PROGRA]VIMING.
BEGIN SEX AI{D BIRTH COT{TROL EDUCATION AS SOON AS
CHILD NEARS PUBERTY. ADD EDUCATION ABOUT
E}PLOITATION.
READING AT{D WRITING IVIAY BE EA,SIER TO LEARN TFIAN
ARITHMETIC. DON'T IVIAKE THE MISTAKE OF THINKING
YOUR CHILD IS T.AZY, STUBBORN OR UNWILLING TO LEAI{
MATH.
AFTER GTVING SHORT, EXPLICIT DIRECTIONS, HA\re CHILD
REPEAT BACK THEIR UNDERSTiqI{DING OF WI{AT WAS SAID.
GTVE TWO OR MORE DIRECTIONS AT SAIVIE TIME ONLY IF








** USE A PICTURE CALENDAR.
+* PI-AY TURN TATilNG GAIVIES.
IVIAKE LIST OF PROBLEM SOLVING STRATEGIES AND PUT IN
CONSPICUOUS PI-ACE.
USE MEMORY STRATEGIES.
FOCUS ON DAILY LTUNG SKILIS.
**
** TREAT YOUR CHILD WITH RESPECT.
** PROTECT FROM BEING E}GLOITED. THEY ARB NAIVE.
+* FOCUS ON DAILY LTUNG SKILI,S.
SOCIAL BEHAVIOR:
+tl TEACH YOUR CHILD SOCI.AL SKILI,S LESSONS.
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Help child be more aware of how people express their feelings,
i.e. 'Tlltraf do you think this means?" - model different facial
expressions, hand on hip, hands akimbo, etc.
A How to negotiate to get what you want.
B How to disagree witl, someone else in an appropriate way.
C How to show someone you like them.
D How to accept criticism or negative feedback.
E. How to ask for something in a way that will increase the odds
you will get it.
F. How to get an adult's attention in a positive way.
G. How to give and take a compliment.
H. How to greet another person.
I. How to start a conversation.
J. How to say no to peer pressure.
K. How to handle anger.
L How to accept disappointment.
M. How to act when riding public transportation.
N. What to do when someone hurts your feelings.
O. What to do when you feel scared.
P. How to ignore someone who is bothering you.
+ '} FOR UNPREDICTABLE BEHAVIOR AT BEDTIMB: BSTABLISH A
FIRM ROUTINE.
A If the child desires, have one small light left on in the room. All
lights out except that light.
B Have a calming routine before bed.
C. If you and child wish, have one toy or one book in bed with




D. If the chfld desires, let them have the radio on very low with
reasonably quieting music.
E. Allow a special "privilege" in the morning if they follow all the
nr1es. If they get out of bed, they lose that privilege.
F. EI/ERY TIME they Set out of bed, repeat the identical words,
Itke a broken record. For example: ''Ttris is your bed. This is
where you are supposed to be." If anotlter light is turned on
say. '"Tttis is the only light supposed to be left on." Avoid
getting emotional about it. Be loving, but ftrm.
G. For older children ivho can be responsible for getting into bed
at a set time, if they do not get in bed on time, have a doubling
nrle: If bedtime is I PM and they get in bed at 8: f O PM. The
next night they have to go to bed f O minutes early. If it is still
8:1O, then the next night the 1O minutes doubles and they have
to go to bed 20 minutes early, then 40 minutes early and so on.
Give this a fair chance, but don't get cal:ried away with it if it
doesn't work fairly quickly.
ESTABLISH A FIRM ROUTINE FOR MEALS AT THE T!{E}LE.
A You must eat all of a least one thing. (Give reasonable
portions)
B For new foods or those they don't like: you must eat at least one
forkful (spoonful). They must take at least one bite of
everything. That's all.
C. Ask to be urcused. Then the child can leave the table and does
not haye to sit until everyone is finished.
D. Avoid spicy foods for young children, subsUtuting simple foods.
E. If the child wants to snack all night, establish mles about eating
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The key to working successfully udth children with Fetal Alcohol





(IVIARKED, SIGNS - WORKSHEETS UNCLUTTERED, LOTS OF
WHITE SPACE)
E}ilRANEOUS N,IATERI,AL REMOVED
(MOBILES DISTRACTING, VISUAL DISPI.AYS REMOVED
WHEN NOT rN USE)
PREFERET{TI.AL SEATING.
(Sru ACROSS FROM CHILD FOR SPECIAL ATTET{TION SO
YOU LOOK DIRECTLY AT THEM; LEAVE MORE PERSONAL
SPACE. BEGIN OR END OF LINE, OUTSIDE CIRCLE)
SAIVIE STAFF USED CONSISTENTLY.
PICTORI.AL CUES AS REMINDERS OF CI.ASS ROUTINES.
$/Isuet sTRoNG, AUDITORY WEAKER (?)
ADAPT TASKS AI{D IVIATERIAI,S IN TERMS OF FRUSTRATION
TOLERAI{CE.
(KINESTHETIC STYLE, MOVEMENT AS MEMORY AID)
PAIR WITH HIGH TOLERANCE CHILDREN FOR SHORT
PERIODS.
TRAI{SITIONAL PERIODS
(PERSEVERATION - KEEP DOING SAIVIE THING O\TER AI{D
OVER; PROBLEMS IN BEGINNING ATVD END, OLDER
CHILDREN - DIGTTAL WATCH
EGG TIMER FOR CLEARLY DEFINED ENDING OF ACTTVITY.









10. SONGS OR MUSIC/R}TYTHM CUES.
1I. VISUAL CUES.
L2. ALERT IN ADVAI*ICE OF ACTMITY CHANGE.
(COI-ITINUALLY WARI*I, OTHERWISE TEMPER TAIITRUMS)
TEACHING ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS
13. A,SSIGN SHORT TASKS WITH CLEAR TERMINAL OBJECTMES.
E}GLICIT, LIMITED, CONCRETE, BRIEF, CAREFI.JLLY
DEFINED DIRECTIONS.
(PROBLEM IN MEMORY, SEOUENCING}
14. GIVE ASSIGNMENTS WITH CONSISTENT FOLLOW UP.
(INSTAI{T FEEDBACK, SA]VIE DAY)
15. usE CALENDARS, NOTEBOOKS, NOTE CARDS/ASSIGNMENT
BOOr(S.
16. PROVIDE ADEOUATE TIME BETWEEN ACTTVITIES FOR CHILD













GTVE DIRECT INSTRUCTION IN THINKING SKILLS.
CHILD'S IMPORTAIVT PAPERS GO ON A GIANT PAPER CLIP.
LIMIT TTTE/NUMBER OF NEW SITUATIONS ENCOUNTERED
ONE TIME.
IVIAKE LISTS WITH VISUAL CUES. PROVIDE LISTS OF
HOMEVYORK, READINGS, RULES FOR OLDER STUDENTS.
SORT/DIFFEREI{TIATE IMPORTANT FROM LESS SIGNIFICANT
DETAII,S. HAVE IVIATCHING AI{D SORTING ACTTVITIES AI{D
GAhdES.
MODEL ALTERNATME BEHAVIORS / STRATEGIES.
IVIAKE ''IVTY CHOICE'' CARDS FOR STUDENTS.
HAVE PEERS MODEL BEFIAVIOR/STRATEGIES.
PROVIDE POSITTVE INCENTTVES FOR FINISHING.
PROVIDE A SCHEDULE FOR DAYS ACTTVTTIES.
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27, TEACH A UNIT ON ORGAI{IZATIONAL SKILI,S.
RECOGNIZE CHILD FOR PARTIALLY CORRECT RESPONSES.
(BUILDS SELF-ESTEEM)
TEACH AIVALYZING AI{D SYNTHESIANG SKILI,S.29.
INCREASING ATTENTION
30. USE RED OR PINK HIGHLIGHTERS NOT reLLOlI/.
31. SPEND TIME DESCRIBING/COMPARING O&IECTS, EVENTS,
DETAII,S.
32. USE A TAPE RECORDER AI{D/OR EAR PHONES.
(PREVENTS DISTRACTION A,S AIY ATTENTION
IVIAINTAINING DEVICE)
USE Ere CONIACT, TOUCH, CALL T{AME BEFORE GMING
DIRECTIONS.
GTVE ADDITIONAL AI{TICIPATORY E}GI-ANATIONS.
HAVE CHILD REPEAT BACK DIRECTIONS. AVOID GROUP
DIRECTIONS.
36. IvIAKE SURB YOU ARE TESTING KNOTWLEDGE NOT
ATTENTION SPAI-I.
37. NOVEI]TY IS AI{ EXCELLENT ATTENTION GETTER.
38. LESSON OUTLINE BEFORE TO INCREA,SE LISTENING
COMPREHENSION.
39. FOCUS ATTENTION WITH PTCTURES/OB.TECTS/EACLAL
E}PRESSIONS. VISUAL CHANNEL IS USUALLY PRIMARY.
40. CONTROL CI-ASSROOM INTERRUPTIONS.
41. REDUCE TEMPO OF SPEECH, THEN SPEED IT UP.
42 USE INCOMPLETE SENTENCES, NURSERY RH1,h/IES WITH
KEY WORDS OMITTED, STUDENT MUST PAY ATTENTION
TO PARTICIPATE.









VARY LOUDNESS, INFLECTION AI{D OUALITY OF VOICE.
USE A STUDY CARREL IF NEEDED.
GRADUALLY INCREASE PERIOD OF TIME FOR SUSTAINED
ATTENTION.
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47. FIAVE CHILD COMPLETE THE FIRST SETreRAL ITEMS ON AhI
ASSIGNMENT AI{D THEN CHECK TO IVIAKE SURE
UNDERSTAND TASK.
PRESEI{T TOPICS TO HOOK THEIR CURIOSITY.
(BEFORE YOU START THE STORY, TALK ABOUT IT.}
CONTROLLING IMPULSIVITY
(PARTLY DUE TO PROBLEMS IN TEMPORAL CONCEPTS)
49. NOODLE-DOODLE-
TURN TAIilNG. USE PI.AYING CARD OR TAIVGIBLE ORIECT.
(It*l CHILD'S FIAND, IT'S THEIR TURN)
5I. MODEL, RBHEARSE SOCIAL SKILI.S.
TEACH THE I.A}IGUAGE TO REFLECT UPON A SITUATION
BEFORE ACTING.
DEALTNG WITH HYPERACTIVITY
53 AI{TICIPATE - KNOW DANGER SIGNS/SITUATIONS. BUILD
REI.AXATION IT{TO PROGRAIVI. TRY USING SOFT
BACKGROUND MUSIC TO CALM.
54. AVOID LONG PERIODS OF DESK WORK. DONT KEEP CHILD
IN FROM RECESS. GruE ADDITIONAL SHORT BREATG
DURING THB DAY.
55. MEDICATION IVIAY NEED TO BE CONSIDERED. BETTtrR TO
START THE DAY WITH MEDICATION, THEN TO CFIASE THE
BEFIAVIOR I-ATER.













SPECIFICALLY T.ABEL OBNO}ilOUS BEFIAVIOR.
TEACH CHILD TO SELF MONITOR.
HELP CHILD GET BACK UNDER COI{TROL IF NECESSARY.
REDUCE AI{D COFITROL COMPLE}ilTY OF ASSIGNED TA.SKS.
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FIAVE A RESPITE PI..AI{ IN PT.ACE FOR WHEN CHILD IS
OVER1VHELMED.
63 AVOID ASKING Wr{y OUESTIONS. USE HOW, WHO, \ilr{ffr,
WHERE,
(CREATES A DEFENSIVE REACTION, USE 'TIIFIAT
FIAPPENED'' OR ''HOW DID YOU HAPPEN TO GET II{TO
TFIAT SITUATION?". IF THEY KNOW'WT[Y, THBY WOULDNT
HA\rE DONE IT.)
DISCIPLINE
FIRM RULES, CONSISTENTLY ADHERED TO, CLEARLY
UNDERSTOOD CONSEgUENCES.





BE FIRM, BUT SUPPORTME.
INSIST CHILD FINISH ASSIGNED TASK BEFORE LUNCH, ETC.
DONT DEBATE OR ARGUE O\IER RULES OR INFRACTIONS. BB
NEUTRAL.
70. PRE-ESTABLTSHED CONSEgUENCES FOR MTSBEFTAVTOR,
7L. IF CHILD IS DISCOURAGED O\IER REPEATING MISTAKES,
STRESS THEY ARE JUST GETTING ANOTHER CHANCE.
72 GIVE ATTET{TION TO CHILDREN WHO ARE BEFIAVING
APPROPRIATELY.
73, GIVE ATTEI{TION TO CHILDREN WHO ARE BEFIAVING
APPROPRIATELY.






GUIDE TOWARDS SOLTJTIONS . GET OUT OF THE PROBLBM.
ENCOURAGEMENT WORKS BETTER TFIAN PRAISE.







REPEAT AT{D RESTRUCTURE COI{TINUALLY.
CHUNKWORK.
USE SHORT SENTENCES.
TEACH MEMORY STRATEGIES THAT WILL HELP IN BASIC
LIVING SKILI.S, SUCH AS WHEN TO EAT, SLEEP, THKE
MEDICATION.
FIAVE CHILD VERBALLY PARAPHRASE IvIATERIAL JUST READ.
IVIAKE A PICTURE DICTIONARY FOR DIFFICULT WORKS.
READING
81. AVOID PHONICS TO TEACH READING, UNLESS PROCESSING
SKILI^S ARE ADESUATE.
STRESS INFERENTIAL READING. PREPARE FOR READING BY
A SERIES OF OUESTIONS THEY ARE TO THINK ABOUT
WHILE THEY READ.
FOR DIRECTIONALITY, USE ONE COLOR DOT AT LEFT AI{D
AI{OTHER COLOR AT RIGHT" USE ARROWS SHO\4{NG
DIRECTION.
CHOOSE IVIATERIAL WITH ILLUSTRATIONS THAT ARE
SIMPLE.
USE A PTA..IN PIBCE OF PAPER TO PUT UNDER EACH LINE.












MEMORY PROBLEMS CAUSE DIFFICUITY WTT}I
MULTIPLICATION. IVIAY FIAVE TO USE A CALCUI.ATOR,
NUMBER LINE.
SPEND E)ilRA TIME ON DECIIVIAL POINTS IN MATH,
SPELLING, ETC. BECAUSE OF INATTENTION TO DETAIL,
91. WORK ON THE CONCEPT OF THE NUMBER, NOT ROTE
COUI{TING.
92, USE IVIANIPUI.ATTVE WHEN TEACHING IVIATH.
93. SPEND E}ilRA TIME ON MONEY CONCEPTS AI{D IVIAKING
CFIANGE.
94 PRO\NDE PRACTICE OF ADDITION, SUBTRACTION EACTS
WTTH A COMPIJTER TFIAT GIVES IMMEDIATE FEEDBACK
TO THE CHILD.
95. FIND OPPORTUNITIES FOR CHILD TO APPLY MATH TO REAL
LIFE.












HELP CHILD TO SEE THE VALUE OF EAILURE.
ENCOURAGE CHILD TO DE\TELOP A SUCCESS ORIEITT!{TION.
ENCOURAGE THE USE OF POSITME SELF TALK.
GET READY FOR SCHOOL BEFORE GOING TO BED.
USE A PICTURE DICTIONARY.
STRESS W}IAT IS THEIRS.
("THIS IS YOUR DESK/CHAIR/PENCIL.")
WHEN THEY TATTLE: REDIRECT BEFIAINOR.




105. FROM AGES 13, EDUCATIONAL PROGRAN{MING SHOULD
SWTrcH FROM ACADEMICS TO DAILY LTUNG, SURVTYAL
AI{D VOCATIONAL SKILIS.
106. EDUCAI]ON NEEDS TO BE CUTTURALLY RELBVAI{T.
1O7. PRESCHOOL CURRICULUM: EMPFIASIZE READINESS SKILI^S:
INCREASING ATTENTION SPAIV, COMPLIANCE, SITTING IN
SEAT, LISTENING.
1O8. MA)ilIMIZE THE USB OF SENSORY STIMUI.ATION.
1O9. TRY TO CArcH THEM BEING GOOD, DOING THINGS RIGHT.
NOTICE ITI
I IO. WORKING WITH ATTET{TION DEFICIT CHILDREN IS VERY
STRESSFULI!! HA\IE A STRESS REDUCTION/RESPITE PI-AI{
IN PI.ACE TO REGTILI\RLY FOLLOW FOR EDUCATORS OV[/N
PFIYSICAL/MEI{TAL HEALTH.
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RECOMMENDATIONS F'OR WORKING WITH
FAS/FAE CHILDREN
Compiled by Diane Malbin, MSW.
The statement in bold type is the guideline. The statement[s) which
follow provide specific details. The last statement(s) in parenthesis
refer to the general characteristics it addresses.
Obserre patterne of behavlors.
Identiff patterns which reflect developmental stages and tasks
which may be independent of chronological age.
(May be delayed in some areas; work with them at their level)
Recogntze and modtfy expectations regardlng tlmelines.
Revise timelines for milestones as appropriate, i.e., toilet
training, learning to read, leaving home.
They may require more time to achieve goals.
{There seems to be a gradual 'catch up' process for individuals
with FAS/FAE over Ume.)
Idenffi stsengths, skills and lnterests
Work to their strengf,.hs, prevent chronic failures.
(They learn and relate through their strengttrs.)
Identtfy'stuck' patterns, frirstretlons. Detach.
Use observation techniques to maintain neutrality, defuse.
Random reinforcement of parenting techniques is normal.
(Inconsistent performErnce and spotty retention contribute to
illusion of competency.)
Reframe the lnterpretation of behaviors,
Move from seeing behaviors as willful misconduct to
understanding their underlying organicity, from lazy or
unmotivated to fnrstrated, See beneath secondary s5rmptoms.
{Patters of behavior which may be distressing are often
manifestations of the underlying organicity.)
Provlde etrrrcture rather than control,
Recognize power struggles: disengage, deescalate, reevaluate
and create.
(structure enhances respect, involves the individual in
developing and internal structure, and empowers the individual.)
Establish roufrnes
Modiff gradually, as developmentally appropriate.











Buttd trargtHong lnto thc routlnc.
Use four steps: forewarn, anticipate, state, act.
Difficulty \Mith 'switching gears' may reflect perseveration or
stimulus overload.
(Perseveration may dictate lengthy transiUon)
IJEtt telerlslon tlme; he eelectlve
Choose non-violent, informaUve programs.
(There may be an inability to distinguish reality from fantasy;
they may see violence as 'real', like younger children.)
IO. Model Behavlors
Demonstrate, articulate, corrmunicate and reinforce the range of
emotions, their resolution and other behaviors (i.e. grooming)
(Indirect learning, by implication, may be unavailable to them)
I 1. Prorrtde slntple lnstructlons or cues
Use simple words, one or two directions at a time.
(Processing deficit may not allow for retention or following long
sequences.)
L2. Identify'shut donm' cues (behavtors whlch tndicate tJre
tnteraaltzatlon and accumulatlon of fnrstrattons)
I.e. persistence, irritating behaviors, a flat affect, anger
disproportionate to stimulus, rrse of simple defense mechanisms
(lying, avoiding, 'playing dumb')
Help develop skills for resolution of frustration: Keep it
concrete, as in, ''Vlltrat does this make you want to do?" Think
about hunger, fatigue, sadness as part of equation.
(They may not recognize physical or emotional indicators of
distress, or be able to access them.)
13. Help develop skills for expresslon of feeHngs.
Help them learn to communicate through use of metaphor, art,
play, anger reduction techniques which are safe and which
provide a bridge to verbalizaUon of issues.
(Linking words urith internal states may be difficult; apparent
verbal skills may mask lack of depth or congruence with internal
states.
14. Provtde speclllc support for goclal skt[ development
Supervise friends, play. Specifically teach social skills in
context. Put words on that which is usually taken for granted.
Monitor social ostracism.
(They typically miss social 'cues')
15. Understand tJre various foms of ssrnrrtunlcatlon
Identi$r the range of behaviors which may reflect individuals'
attempts to communicate.
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(They may attempt to communicate through increased
movement, subtle verbal or nonverbal cLles, aggression,
withdrawal and/or apparently 'off the wall' corrments.)
16. Encourage safe multiselrsoty exploratlon
Provide range of media to explore.
Allow adequate time for exploration.
(They may need time to thoroughly process an activity.)
L7. Include as rrrn'ry sensorlr modalltles eE pogslble to facllitate
lutegratlon of lnfomatlon and erperlence.
Include sight, sound, touch, taste, smell, emotion and action.
(They learn best from multisensory, concrete approach.)
18. Integfate awareness of the componente of lnfonns,tlon
processlng deflclts and how they mnnlfest. (Morse, I991)
L lnability to translate information into appropriate action.
2. Failure to generalize information.
3. Dilliculty perceiving similarities and differences.
Recognizing spotty learning and retrieval as normal, work with
the individual to devise strategies to compensate for deficits
(FAS/FI\E may require specific cues to access previously stored
information.)
19. Reevaluate cEllcctatlons and goals for the lndtvtdusls; clartfy
whose needs are belng met by the goals.
Work to revise and expand as indicated through observations.
Approximately modiff goals without compromising or limiting
potential. Include social skills in goals.
(Recall there is no 'norm' for FAS/FI\E. There is a broad range of
degree and t5rye of effects. IOs may range from 20- I IO+.)





2L. Identify environments which snhance and support.
Revise or remove from erosive environments to help prevent the
development of secondary slmrptoms. Access environments in
which FA.S/FAE is non-focal, where individuality flourishes and
individual strengths are identified and supported.
(Prevention of secondary s5rmptoms includes their experiencing
successes on a consistent basis.)
Assure tntegration of eulturalty relesant values, traditlons, art
music, and storles.
Teach skills in context of students' natural environment.
22
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Integrate experience, relevartcy and good teaching.
(They tend to learn through acflon or erperience. Since their
ability to integrate information is impaired, tt is important to
link information with internal stmcture.l
23 Form tntegfal partnershlps.
Establish continuity between home, school, commurnity. Include
academic, social, emotional and vocaUonal components.
(Continuity is vital to provide adequate levels of support, clarity
and consistency for these individuals.)
FI{S/FAE Cycle: With Early Identification
1. Intervention in parental alcoholism/chemical dependency; the
home is stabilized, parenting improves. Subsequent impaired
birttrs are prevented. Ahuses a.re prevented.
Full range of assessments (vision, hearing, speech, motor skills)
determine deficiencies at an early 4ge.
Infant stimulation programs and specific ameliorative work is
implemented. Little remedial work is necessirry.
Environments are stmctured to enhance development. Early
faflures and sadnesses are prevented.
Parental supports for recovery and parenting skills continue.
Rates of relapse decline.
Care is coordinated; smooth transitions are accomplished
between infancy, toddlerhood and school.
Headstart and other appropriate programs are accessed. The
home-school continuum is established.
I
I IdenUfication of strengths, inclinations and interests; these are
reinforced.
'Preventative parenting' techniques are taught, i.e. conscious
problem solving, structure rather than control,
10. Optimal learning mode is identified.
I 1. 'Preventative parenting' continues: Advocating and educating to
prevent the erosion of self esteem which results from








L2. Prevention of alcoholism and chemical dependency through
early identification of FAS/FAE occurs through intervening in the
rycle of early school failure, poor peer and family environments,
unstable homes, and unaddressed impulsivity.
FAS/FI\E Cycle: In the Absence of Identilication
t. Poor bonding, failure to thrive, intermpted sleep patterns,
difficult feeding, withdrawal.
2. Possible phystcal and emotional issues, abuses and neglect. Early
removal from home, multiple residerrces, tnconsistency and
abnrpt transitions exacerbate early developmental problems.
3. Early inconsistent memory, poor sequencirrg, distracflbility,
hyperactivity.
4. Developmental delay (may be mild or masked by some skills):
delayed walking, speech and language, toilet training. Vision
and auditory processing deficits are not obvious; evidence of
processing defieits appear in form of not following series of
directions. May have tantnrms.
5. Partial diagnosis=incomplete intenrention: vision, hearing,
cognition, behavior, etc.
6. Early school failure: Attention deficit disorder/hlperactive.
Majority are "grey area kids", unidentified, ineligible for services.
Easily influenced, unable to understand or predict consequences
of behavior.
Function at levels lower than indicated by testing (performance,
verbal) FAS and F}tE are functionally the same. They give the
appear€u"Ice of capability without actual ability.
Differential interpretation of behaviors by parents and school
compounds problem; i.e., willful misconduct rather than
organicit5r=punish rather than support. Cumulative internal
frustration and sadness without resolution leads to outbursts of
anger, apparenfly inappropriate responses to stimuli.
Difficulty with abstraction: Math scores tSpically lowest,
communication nuances lost.
10. Not competitive by fourth grade academically. School refusals






11. Soctally isolated: Intmsive, lnappropriate, few friends, poor
comprehension of social rules and expectations.
L2. Early school refusal (fourth grade), problems with family.
f 3. Early first use of drugs, other behavior problems; shoplifting,
arson, eggression, lying, defiance of authorit5r, temper tantnrms.
14. Semal difficulties victimization/acting out: easily exploited.
Experimentation, other inappropriate behavior. Discrepancy
between physical maturity and emotional immaturity plus need
for mastery, autonomy create common focus for issues.
15. Alcoholism/chemical dependency; early first lrse, rapid
deterioration. Traditional interventions, difftcult for adolescents
in general, are compromised by organicity.
16. TraditJonal attempts at intenrention ineffective, end up 'blaming
the victim' (i.e., insight therapy doesn't work). Treatment for
substance abuse fails to incorporate functional processing
deficits. This population "talks the talk but doesn't walk the
walk". Treatment fails.
17. Pregnancy: [.a,tter births of former teen parents at greatest risk
for FAS. AIDS and other somally transmitted diseases pose a
major risk. High rate of male, female prostitution, topless
dancing.
18. Involvement w'ith the legal system; tnrancy, shoplifting, arson,
nn-aways, prosUtution.
19. Termination of parental rights may occur early or with
adolescence.
20. High rates of depression, suicide, incarceration"
2L. Highly suggestible, 'unrealistic', impulsive continues, appears to
modify at around 25. Expanded timelines for achieving
independence appear appropriate for some.
22. Unable to manage money, time.
23. May get jobs, not be able to keep them.
24. Persistent narro\H repertoire of behaviors, i,e., anger/withdrawal.
Apparent inabi[ty to modiff behaviors based on past experience.





Know yourself. Identify barriers, feelings, beliefs and biases.
Clariry and resolve. Talk. Refer clients as appropriate.
Have a p1an. Anticipate. Coordinate.
Krrow your corrmunity environment and resources. Tatk.
Establish links and referrals.
Advocate, educate.
Tfust your good clinical skills, creativit5r: listen, modiff.
Reframe perceptions of the problem and devise intenrentions.
Integrate implications of 'organicity'. Evaluate for appropriate
levels of expectation. Structure rather than control. Keep it
concrete, simple, a conscious part of a continuum.
Have realistic expectations of yourself and your clients. This is
chronic,
Work to your clients' strengths.
Ask questions, tolerate ambiguity and exploration. Join a
study/professional support group.
9. Keep it simple.
10. There is no one profession, person, or point of intervention in
pi5/FAE. We are all vital participants in the process.
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome/Effect
Potential Range of Services:










































Aft'er the training has been completed, the participants will
complete the training evaluation form to determine the extent to
which obJectives were achieved and to identify the reasons for
successes and failures.
The evaluation destgn will be a pre-e4perimental design. The
training will be gtven to foster parents, birth parents and extended
family. After a period of 6 weeks data will be collected by use of the
evaluation questionnaire on the objectives to be achieved. The data
collected from the questionnaire will be tabulated and the results
written up in a summary. We have not tested the parents before the
senrices were provided so we will never know whether the parents
improved, because they might have had the skills prior to taking the
training.
The outcome evaluaUon focuses on changes in client states and
is mainly concerned \rith measuring the extent to which the program
achieved it s outcome objectives.
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Date
In order to provide the best possible services to the foster
children, foster parents, birth parents and extended family members,
we are requesting that you complete this evaluation form and return it
to your licensing social worker.
Check appropriate category
Foster Parent Birth Parent _Extended Family
Consider the problems that led you to participate in this






better in some \ilays but worse in others
Com ents
I
cHIrJ) SEEUAL ABUSE At\tD FAS/FAE
TRAINING EVALUATION FORM
2 With regards to child sexual abuse and FI\,S/F]\E, how much









3 With regards to child se:rual abuse and FI\S/FAE, how much
knowledge did you have after your parlicipation in the Eaining?
verv litfle
J




4. What do you want to know more a.bou
5. Which session did you find the most useful?
Comments
6 Please circle the response which best describes the usefulness
of the following of the training so far:
Very Not So
Useful Useful Useful
Readings 3 2 I
Presentations 3 2 1
Discussions 3 2 1
Exercises 3 2 I
Video 3 2 I
Please list a few important things you learned from the training
in your role as a
8. Please list a few important things you have found helpful from
the training in your role as a
7.
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9 Overall, how would you rate this training?
useful somewhat rr"seful--not useful
tO. What suggestion do you have for improving this trainins?--
I 1. We would appreciate any other suggestions
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The Sharfng of a Meal
On the final day of the training participants udll share a meal
together. In traditional Indian culture sharing food meiuls acceptance
between people, this ritual seems most fitting for birth parents and
foster parents to acknowledge their acceptance of each other and
work together toward birth parents reLrnilication with the foster child.
Sectlon Slr: Strengths of Progrnm Design
Eactlce W'isdom
The author in hqr work as a foster parent and licensing social
worker has identifted a practice issue, n€unely foster parent's difficulty
fostering children urith both FAS/Fi1E and child se>mal ahuse. In her
professional and personal experience, she has firsthand knowledge
and understanding of the issue and is able to apply her experience as a
potential solution in aiding the foster parents with the task of working
\Mith these children. She is also in a position to have insight into what
will or will not work in this parlicular problem area. Her experience
as a foster parent enables her to have a genuine sense of what the
foster parents are urperiencing and it also gives the foster parents the
satisfacUon of knowing she understands, she's been there.
Capactty of Agiency to Senre Families
Minnesota Human Service Associates serwices are family-based,
foeusing on the family as the primary means for delivering care. This
includes maintaining links urith birth parents, siblings and extended
family of the foster child, as well as closely including all participants
involved \pith the foster care plan in the decision making process,
Irnportance to American Indians
This training is particularly important to American Indian foster
children, foster parents, birth parents, and extended family members
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because it buitds on the strengths of Indian people as opposed to their
inabiltties. It encourages the involvement of birth and foster parents
to work as a team towards the goal of reuniting Indian families. It
includes the extended family and encourages their continuation of
acting as a resource network for each other.
This study also involves American Indians in all stages of the
research and it also addresses a cultural problem.
Section Seven: Itrnttatlons
The timitafions of this study are: the development of the
training is micro-focused and addresses a problem urithin im agency.
It does not address policy, laws, and acts at the macro level. There is
a gap in the research knowledge. The author did not find other
research that combined the occrlrTence of child somal abuse and
EAS/FRE in children. Time did not permit this training to be piloted;
therefore, we have no proof that it is feasible. The evaluation design
also is limited to perceptions of satisfaction of participants and a
follow-up on disruptions. Also, potential measures of usefulness are
not incorporated and the effects of other factors beyond the training
cannot be controlled for. Ttris study will not solve social issues such as
poverty, racism, alcoholism, secual abuse, or discrimination. This
study did not compare children living with their birth parents to
children living in foster ctrre; therefore, we could not determine if
foster care magnified their many special needs.
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Section Etght: Summary
It is apparent from the current literature on the maternal effects
of alcohol use that more research and development of appropriate
services is needed. Children aren't being diagnosed young enough and
they are not receiving services until they start school. Program
development is needed in the following areas: l) interwention
programs for alcohol-exposed infants beginning from birth 2) an early
identification program to detect alcohol exposed infants and children
who were not identified at birth 3) training programs for health care
professional, parents, foster parents and educators in the diagnosis,
care and education of the prenatally alcohol exposed child.
The behavioral indicators of the FASIFAE child places them in a
vulnerable position making them likely candidates for victims of child
ssrual abuse. Further research in this area also needs to be addressed
as the foster care system is seeing the occurrence of both FAS/FAE
and child senual abuse frequently in one child.
The author suggests, that early diagnosis of children with
FAS/FAE and child sexual abuse is the key to the development of
appropriate services in order for their specialized needs to be met.
This will allow them to live as near-normal a life as possible.
Appendix A
Facts On Alcohol Related Birth Defects and Child Sexual
Abuse On American lndians
Approximately B0% of American lndian families in urban areas
now have a history of family violence including incest, sexual abuse
and battering (D.l.W. Brochure).
ln Hennepin County more than 12o/" of the children in foster
care placement are American lndian, even though Indians make up
only 1% of the county's population. Minnesota is one of the states
that most f requently removes lndian children f rom their families.
lncest can be viewed as one symptom of the systemic deprivation of
lndian families. (Unger, 1977)
According to Jeneen Grey Eagle, director of Project Recovery
on the Pine Ridge lndian reservation in South Dakota it is estimated
that 25% of the children on the reservation are impaired by prenatal
drinking and that{ conservative. (Dorris, 1 991 , p. 1 64).
Eighty percent of the women on the Pine Ridge lndian
reservation contin ue to drink even though they are aware of the
effects on their unborn child. (Dorris, 1991, p. 165).
Alcohol affected children need constant supervision with
institutional and medical costs approach ing 1 .4 million per lifetime
of each child (Weeks, 1991, pp. 1 - 2).
Almost 4A"/" of American lndian and black women do not
receive any prenatal health care, ?s compared with 20% of white
women (New York Times, 1991. p. A19.)
Appendix E
ORDER FOHIT
,HEALIHG THE BROI(EH CORD"
Audio and Video Tape Package
This package includes recordings of the National Organization on Fetal Alcohol Syndrome
Conference, "Fetal Alcohol Syndrome: Healing the Broken Cord". The tapes provide you
with highlights of workshops and speeches featuring individuals who are on the cutting
edge of FAS prevention and services among American lndian and Canadian Native
communities. Lxamples of some of the workshops are: '
. "Educational Perspectives on the FAS Child"
. "Legal Perspectives"
. "A Mother's Experience"
. "Next Steps to Healing"
To order your four hour audio and 45 minute video tape recording of "Healing the
Broken Cord", send this completed order form and $85.00 per package (check or money
order) to:
National organization on Fetal Alcohol syndrome










copies of "Healing the Broken cord" (audio and
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ALIfGED VTCTIMS BY BACE, HISPANIC HER
TYPE OF MALTHEATMENT ALLEGED'
AND TYPE OF MALTREATMENT DETEHMINED'
ITAGE,
1ee1 [a]
a. ln order to conform to the U'S' Ce nsus, only primary race is 
used in this table, even though the Minnesota child
maltreatrrrent data allow for up to three races for each atleged 
victim
b. Each child is counted each time he or she is involved in a child 
malt reafrrent assessment. This affects the
numbers of alleged and determined victlms ovemll and for each 
tYPe of maltreatment. Of the toEl number of
alleged victims for 1 991, 1 7.Ao/o represents multipte counting of childre
n who were involved in more than one
assessment during the Year.
The type(s) of maltreatment alleged are reported only for the ovemll 
assessment and not for each alleged victim'
Therefore, the number of alleged victims for any given type of maltreatment 
is the total number of alleged victims
involved in assessments where that type of maltreatment was alleged'
c. The emotional abuse category corresPonds to the mental inlury 
in statute'
d. ,*/o Determined,, is the percentage of alleged victims for wniih the given type 
of maltreatment was determined'
relative to the number with that type of maltreatment alleged'























































































































Face & HisP. Her. Unk.
o/" Determined
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This list ras crratcd by a scarch for utcrials that cootaincd evcl a sual I aurut of iafonratiou about lncrical
Iadiaa Dcoplc aad scrual rbusc. lccausc I ee.ctld to ffud vert fcv ratcrials, cspccially il thc rcscarch
litcrature, I dccidcd to inchdc latcriels tbat proridc daiml ilforrtiou, for cralPle, thosc rhcrc otle o! mrc
Ildiag r.re ncrely part of thc rcscarcb populatiou. tlc mall anout of rcscarct and professioaal rritilg poilts
to the nccd for a great dcal of rort lo be douc on this toPic'
As selectio1 of the uaterials progrrssed, I eularged ly roriiag definition of sclual abuse froo a Erroc, Iar-
iuflueuccd dcfinition of se$tal alusc (rapc, iaccit, child mkstatiou) to a broader defilitioa of PhJsical, verbal,
eootioual, or spiritual harm directed at i persol's seruaiity or sc:ual ideutity. fherefore, I iucludcd uaterials
to do rith prostitutior, houophobia, rroagful steriliratioa, scrual harrassneat, seruailt tra*nitted dis:ases,
gonography ad erploitive inagcs, tLese ual be viered as conprisiug parts of a continutu that ralges frou
poteqtialll greatcr to lcsser harn dcpeadirg oa tic iudividual or corauuily iuvolvcd.
Ihe uethod of searehing used to fiad thrse Eaterials ras lot rethodical. 0ver the past seven tears, the l{iolesota
Indiaa lloneu's Lesoulc. ceEt.r(l{I[RC) library has collected infornatioa on cLaically dcpeodeat adult Indian roreo
aad the related issuas that are iavolved il recovery frou chesrical abuse ald depeadeocy, Por tro ,!ars, iafornation
ras gathered ot Lhe Iudian Chiid tlclfare Act aud related children's and fanily togics. lron thesc bodics of
literature, t becana arare that Lherc ras a snall but groring anormt of iuforoatiol ou yarious hilds of scrual
abuse. This list ras creatcd by ideatifying and reviaring thosc naterials.
fLis list nay be updated frotr tine to tiue iu the future. I xelcoae alI suggestious for additions. Eecause I did
aot uethodicall, search al;' databascs or othcr findilg aids, this vould be desirable to do. Types of rlatabases
rccarcndcd for future literature scarches iuclude uedical, anthropol ogical , ethaological, historical, aad
education.
trlost, but not all of the naterials rere revicced, lnnotatious describiug the couteats follor uall of the listilgs.
l{ost of the nalcrials are ou file at the HItrRC Librarr. l{ost of then are also available through public and
uiversitl libraries, cspeciallt thosc rho offcr iaterlibrary loan services. Please call th. XIiRC Librarl if need
Iite assistaace ia obtaining alJ of thcur.
Ihaaks to C[ris flal]ia, IIIBRC ?raining Program supervisor tor suggesting and supportiag this project. ldditioual
creativc suggcstions, ilspiration, ald noral support yere provided bt past aad preseu! co-torkers Alta Bordeau:,
Iris EeavJ Rrmuer ald Cecclia $kipilthedal, ald bt Bouie Clairmout, Eileeu Eudol, Larrt Parker, llarcie Rendol, aad
cara Robersotr.
Reading t Haterials List:
TIEBICTil rrDIrtS [..SEluu, rB{IsE
t{aterials by or a.bout Iudian people
Partially annotafed








Boohs & Trainiug Hanuais
Pictiou
Govemmeut Doernests, Policy & teqislation
Panphlels
Poetry
Research, Professioual HriLing, t Reports
ltribe of rriter or producer is in brackets]
TRTICLES ( irfl,UurC rErSPrPmS)
trllel, Paula cuaa lta$Ba/Siou].
"Yiolcsce aad the lrrican Iudial rml.'
(Essay) Iiortina toqether to oreveut serual t donestic violence (Certer lor the Preveutiol of Serual & Donrstic
Violegce, Seattle), lpr, 1985, vol, 5, ao. {, 3 D.
Anouymous.
"lnd theu there yere trotre: IES sterj.li:ation practice."
Christian-eenturv, Jan. 26, I977, vol. 94, pp. 5i-63.
llotrIllous.
'Pua and gcs m thc Littlc Big Eom.'
(lrticle) Plrspectives: the civil rishts quarterlr, fall 1982, vol. l{, 10.3, Dp. 10-U.
ne-port otr cmrplaints about a video 'gane" of Custer rapirg au Indial rona! & respoDse fron the video gane
c([PatrJ.
horrmous.
'0tlahcsa: steriliratim of youg f,ativc roun allcgcd at Indian hospital - {8 operations il July, I97{
al onc, "
Ahresaspe notes, earl, sumrer(Jul,) I97{, vo]. 5, lo. 3, p. 22,
Associated Press.
"Indian teess have higher suicide rate, other probleus, study says.'
(Hens article) Star tribune(ltinneapoiis), Thur., Har. ?9, 1990, p. 104.
leutions serual abuse. Report ou OTf, study, see belou: U.S. Cougress Office of Teehnoiogy lssessnent.
Eellalger, Pat [0jibce], rith Roblrtshar, Carol.
'fatirc lcricaa rca, forccd st:rili:atiou, ald thc fadl;: an iltcrricr rith Pat Bellalger,'
I!3 Ullis, Gayia Fa&i:al, ed., Everr roman has a storv. ltiueapoiis: llidrest Villages E voices, 1982, pp.
30-35.
Bergstrsm, Janice H.
*Yalue differences etrcolmtered ia eomseli:rg lative lnericaa rictius of serual assault.r
(erticle) Unpublished paper, tro publication informatiotr, Do date. 5 pp.
Diilingham, Brinf.
'sterili:atim: a cotrfereuce atrd a report.r
trmerican Indian iournai, Jatr. 1978, vol.4, n0.1, pp.13-16.
Dillingham, Brint.
'steriliratim rrydate.'
Ameri.ean I.nj-ian 'ioumal , Sept . 1977 , vol . 3 , no. 9, p. 25 .
dufloulin, Hireille I Delaronde, Joseph [ttohark?].
"child abuse.'
(Letters) A*ireSlsng USri+S, nid-rinler 1985, vol. 18, no. 1, p. 13.
Letters in support of Caneron fierley, aa 0jibre nal yho ras serually a.brrsed by aa adoptive pareut.
Erdoes, Richard t 0rtir, Alfonso [Puebio], eds.
"Indian stoies of serualitl."
(stories) iu: Erdoes [ 0rtir, trmeriean Indian mElhs & leqends,. l{er lork: Pantheou, 1984. 52? pp.
Ea.udoutof5storiesercerptedfrontu.looffiindsofseruaiabr:se.
Gilmore, Inne.
'Indian health care: rhat the {ispute is ail a-bout.'
Canadian l'{edical Association iouraal, JuI. 1979, pp. 8?-94.
Eixson, hna,
'trcr lors.'
(Letter) citv oases (Hianeapol is ) , Jul. 2, 1986,
Letter to ttre editor cooplaiaiug about serist cartooa accoopaaliug l{ike o,leill articie.
Eutchirsotr, Sarah E. [Cherokee]
'trati?c luricar parcots.'
(Articlc) Ia: sarford, Lilda tschir[art, The silent children: a uarcat's suide to the oreveution ot child
serual abuse. llefl tork: [c{rar-Eil l, 1982, pp. 318-328.
feeshig-lobias, Lelorc. [0jibre]
'loct talt.'




(i,etter) City paqes(Himeapolis), June lB, tgB6.
Letter to the editor complaining ahout serist cartoon aceonp;rnling Hike 0'ilei1l articie.
[lord, David 8.- 
'Chill scrul abuse i.u Iurlial coutrJ,"
(frticle) RoundTable, autrm 1989, pD. II-13,
Reports otr Seute Scl:ct Cmittee otr Irdiar Affairs Special cmittee on Ilvcstigations heariags held !eb. 2l-
22, 1989.
Loane, Lir, 8aler, !ee, XcKat, Ella, t llerrict, hgus [Ojibre],
'Datota 0jihray cnild ald lailt Serriccs, Inc,'
(Article) I!: lnerican Iudian Iustitute, conferetrce proce.dinqs: ProtectiBo Our Children. 8th trnnual
llational Anerican tndian Cooierence on Child hbuse 6l(eqlect. llona!, 0F: lnericatr Ildian llstilute, 1990,
pp. 157-173.
The Hontreal qazette.
*Serual abr:se is jrut oue of the probleos affecti:rg indian issues.'
{ilerspaper article) The Hontreal. garettq, I{ov. L2, 1983.
Reports that ail l{ative Honerr prisoners in a group hcrne Here serual abuse victiur.s,
Hoore, Palricia [.
tludiau 
EoEraD's sterili:atiou suit starts.'
l{ational Cathoiic reoorter, Jan. 19, 1979, n0. 15, sec. 4.
[ultire, lrudJ E lledsh, BasBa.
'cmity child reariag: bact to basics i.u preryroti:rg serual abuse.'
(Curriculu dcscription) I!: loerica! Ildiatr Irstitute, Conferctrce proclediBqs: gtritiBq Our cotrcens. Apr,
22-21. I{iueaoolis. lll{: 9th auual 'Protectino our Children." l{ational lnerican lndial Confereuce ou Child
hbuse t lleclcct: {th auual 'hcirclinq Our Forqotten." A Corfereuce on l{ental [ealth Issues for tLe




(erticle) Cjl.T paqes(Hiueapolis), June {, 1985, p. 9.
Cartoou of a scaltily dressed iudia-u Hornan acconpanied this arlicie.
0'ileil I , Hike.
'Suite D.'
(rrticle) city paqes(Hinaeapolis), Jul. 2, 1986, p. 8.
ilriter defesds use of serist cartoon of Indian Horruu,
Raymond, Victor [Rosebud Siour]
"Pathfitrder f,ite."
(r,etter) City paqes(Hinneapolis), June 18, I986.
Letter to the editor complaining about serist cartoon accomFanying Hike 0'[eill article.
Robiusol, 8ose. [ojibre]
'Chi]d serul abuse i:llicators ad effects."
(Article) I!: trneri.car lldiaa lastitute, Conference proceedinos: Protectilq Our Clildr€[. 8th lruual
llatioaal lmerican Indiaa Confereace on Child lrbuse t tleqlect. llorn:D, OK: trnericar ldia! Ilstitute, 1990,
. !p. U4-I85.
Stricker, Sharon.
'First rc create the aigLtrre- t"[cn rc build the priso...'
(frticle) Eeresies, 1987, vol. 6, no. 2, issue 22, pp. 52-67.
The director of a rritiag prograu for ronea in grison fiuds a verJ high rate of child serual abuse aroug the
prisouers, llrilings by t discussiol of lhe flomen, includiag one ladian ronaa.
Thel 1, Barbara J
;Erploring serisu.'
(t etter) City paqes (Hinaeapolis), Jul . IE, I986.
Letter to the editor conplaining about serist cartoon aecomparlliug Hike O'l{eill articie.
Thonas , llartha.
'Lost aud foud: does it tale uurder for the city to acLuorledge the Indians?'
(Herls article) City oages(Himeapolis), I{ed., Hay 5, 1987, vol .8, n0.335, pp. ? & 8.
Lbout the rape-murders of 3 Indian Bomer.
Hagner, Bill.
"L0, the poor and sterilired Indian.*
lnerica, Jan. 29, L977, vol, 135, p. ?5.
Fiuioeo free oress.
''Shc ralts to cc bacl to riic..,'.'
(llerspaper articl.) The Dalota tines(Siou: Yalley, crisrold, lfaaitoba), Oct, 1989, vol. 1, no. 2I, p. 9.
A l(ative child ras adopted out I seruallJ abused & uade pregsatt trrice by ler adopted father.
ItmTovTsflrl xr tr,s
Douestic lluse luteneutiol Project (Duluth) ,
tte iouracv,
(Yideotape) kailable fron: Dmestic &usc Irterveatiou Project, lliucsota Progra! Devcl opreat, IEc., 206
nest fourth Street, Dulutl, lfi 55806 SI25,00
"'.'tLe struggles of 8 lnericar ladiao rmeo iu cdiag rioleuce in their lives.n (!rou brochure) Iacludes
soue discussioo of serual aluse.
Haa [liye series.
I cir-qJe of healinq: Part L Brealilq the -silmce;-Paft 2. Fhep the eaqie lands on the mqn.(Videotape) Available frour: CBC Educational Sales, Bor 500, Statiou A, toronto,outario i5r IEE
6384) $us I17.00(inciudes shippius).
Shors the Aikali Lake Indian Baud deaiing rith incest, rape, child noiestaLiou, 9&9 rape.
( 4r5/e75-
lliauesota Progran Devel opnelt .
Ir our blst iBtrr.lt.
(Videotape) Ivailable fron; Dooestic lluse htervertiotr Project, l{iuesota Progran Developueet, Iac., 205
llest Pourth Street, Duluth, ltl( 55806. 1981,
Bor discussiou E education about a.busive relatiouships. 'Coltaiu five 3-to-5 nisute sceaes depictilg a
batterer using ote or nore of the tactics oo the Porer t cotrtrol llheel agai.mt his partaer, Each of ihe scenes
are based ou experielces of ronen rho atteaded Duluth loueu's groups ia 1983,' Iudial, Blact, t hglo.actors.
At least one of [hc scenes illustrates serual abuse.
Serual lssaul t Progran(Beuidji ) .
Sc:ual assault: a nnl realitv.
(Slide shov rit! cassette !ape) lvailalle frou: ssual lssault Progratr, Bor 588, 522 Bletrani Aveoue,
B.oidji, Xll 55501 (2I8l751-9495) Sr00.o0
"Ilcludes actual testinony frou 5 serual assault victisrs in rural uorthen ffi, highlightilg erperiences ulique
to rural areas as rell as feelings shared by victirc everyrhere. hphasires the fact that serual abuse occurs
in all 'colors t kiads of people' by depicting victins fron both the rLite t ldial coulnities of rortLertr ul{;
both child victins t adult; fron both 'it tom, t ,out ia the coultry,. (Fron brochure)
Skynal-sadth [ trssociates, Isc. ISissetotr-Bahpetoa Siour]
?he bridoe: stories of fcar. stories of Looe.
(Videotape) Available fron: the Prograr for Aid to yictirns of Serual tluse, 42,1 llest Superior St., Suite 202,
Duluth, tff 55802 5195.00
"[ video docDeltary a]out Anerican Indiaa nen ald ronea sho have bee[ victius of chijdhood serual abuse.,
IINOB I OSRT.PEI TAt TR I TI IIG
Adelherg, Ellen, 6 Currie, Claudia, eds.
'Iu t[eir om vords.'
Iu: Edelberg, Ellen, E Currie, Claudia, eds., Too fen to t: Canadian *om*o'in confl i t vith the lar
Va-ncouver, B.C.: Press Gang Publishers, I987, pp. 6?-89.
Iutervie* rith "cindl," a fiative rollran mentions her nncle atternptiug to rrolest her as a chiid I adolescent
pros ti [ution.
Canpbeli, llaria. [Cree lletis]
[alflrecd.
Udvcrsity of llebraska Press, Lircoll, I{8, 1982. 157 pp,
lutobiogragby of a cree nired-blood ronan...her earll adult ,ears rere speBt itr a! urbal area iuvolved in
drugs, alcohol, & prostitutiou...
Erual. lllative lD.rical]
'l totallr rLitc rorld.'
I!: Bass, Elleo & lhontor, Louise, ctls. I aever told alyone: sritinqs bv eopen sureivors of child sexual
3!use. lter Iork: Earper t Ror, 1983, pp, 2,10-219.
Friter tells hor she survived a brutal, racist rape at age 5.
ltaracle, Lee. [Cree lletis]
I a roEatr,
llorth Valcourer, SritisL collDbia: llrite-ou Prss, 1988. 189 pp. illustrations.
lhroughout this book, this Iadiau ronau rriter addresses seruality, rape, horophobia, 6 cNld serual a.buse
arong other topics.
lleocbu, ligoberta, [!uic[e ]talal
I. Riqoberta tla!c[u: ar Indiar rocu ia cuataala.
Ed. by Elisabeth Eurgos-Debrar. Verso Editiou, loadon, England, 1985. 252 pp.
Yarious sectioas discuss sterili:ation, serual aluse of rnids, prostitutiou, t rape t serual torture bI tLe
nilitary of her notLer t other ure$bers of her fanily as a ray of suppressiug Indiaa cssngities.
Pyarasit, Irene Haeh. [Henordnee]
"Ireue: 'God gaye fou a big muth'.'
In: Buss, Fran Leeper, coEP., Diqnitv: IoHelincome xomen lel1 of their lives & struqsles; oral histories
compiled bI Fran Leeper Bnss. Anx Arbor, l{I: UniversilT of Hichigan Press, c1985, pp. L4i-18g,
Describes serual abr:se io boarding schools & the hou'les of government enplolees.
Ross, troma jeat. [Chirokee]
Ay ner darld;.'
Itr: Bruclac, carol, Eoga!, Liada [Chic]asar], t l{cDauiel, JuditL, eds., Ibe stories re hold secret: tales of
ronen'i srifitual dcvelopmut. Greeafield Center, l{y: Greenfield Reviee prelsJ98E, ppJ0-g2,
llarrative of a child uolcsted at age 11.
farror, Yvoue. [t{ative trllerical]
'litness 3: U.S.!,, - tratiye lurican rtr:a. "I!: Russell, Diam E.[. t val de ven, llicole, conps. & eds,, crines aqainsl xoneu: oroceedincs of the
Iuternatioual lribulal, tast Palo trlto, CA: prog il the flell, 198{, pp. 9{-95,
falrofl ?as seutenced to life iu prisou for killirq a child molester rho broke into tle hosue rhere she t her
childrel rere stayilg. ILis is her testimony at the Irlemational Iribunal ou Criucs tgailst noDe! held i!
Erussels, lelqun i! 1976,
80ffi5 e I{l.ruALs
llarteos, lotri.
lhe sliiit reeps: charactcristics atd dmarics of ircest ard child serual abuse,rith a llative lerspective.
Ee'""t"tr, Atb"rt": [echi llrtitut.(lhoBe {03/{58-188{), I9s8. 134 pp'
the n trative Derspectivei is iu the tro final chapters: "TLe roots of ttre problern in llative conounities" by
Brerda DailJ, pp. I0?-I22 aad 'fhere to frou [ere? Dlvelopirg effective treatnett prograns for serual abuse in
t(ative cmnmities" bl ltaggie Xodgsoa, pp. 123-131.
HcEvoy , llaureen.
tet the healinq beqin; breakinq the cvele of chiid qerualitb-use in our cqmnuities.
t{erritt, British Colunbia: l{icola Valley Institute of Technology (phone 504/3?8-2251}, 1990. 95+ pP.
il lustrated.
Hiuesota Indiaa Fmeg's Rlsource ccoter.
'Scnal assaul t udul e .'
I!! tsIFIC, iorkils rith ludian rmm: a comuitv educatiou aporoach: trainer nauual, lliueapol is, llll:
l{inncsota Indial Fmo's Baource c.oter, 1985. 15 pp.
ilez Peree Tribe.
A conf erence on Indian fasriliesJlq tro.uble.
Portlaud, 0R: Bureau of Indial Affairs, I97?. 308 pp.
FTCTTOT
EilI, Kathleeu Sbare. [f,IanatVPaiutel
'taliaE care of busilcss, "
(StorJ) I!: Eruchac, Calol, 8ogal, Lilda [Chickasay], t l{cOaliel, Judith, eds., The stories re hold seeret:
tales of romeo's sriritual devel ooment. Greeofield Certer, Ili: Greelfield Reviet Press, 1985, PD. 80-82.
It hlr Dother's fiueral, a roal ules a decisiou about her serually abusive stepfather.
GOYERITHETT DOCIIHErfS, POtiTT ttrIflT?IOT
Ereuenan, GeorEe.
keccut cLild a.busc aail mtal hcalth lcaislatio affectiag lative loerican/ astal llatives,'
(llorlshop stuury) Ia: luericaa Indian lustitute, Conference oroceedinqs: Irnitiuq Our Coucens. ADr. 22-24.
l,linneapolis, Hl{: 9th amual 'Protectirq Our Children, " Hational American Indian Conferenee on Child Aluse &
tleolect: 4th auual rrhci.rcliEq Our Foraotten.n I cotrferelce on Heptal Eealth Issues for the hotiotrallt
Disturbed [orth Imerica! IBdia! cbild t ldolescetrt. l{orDa!, OK: lnerica! Indian Institute, ]99I, pp, 133-1{8.
Dil I ingham, Erint .
"Indian rrffiB atrd IES steriliratim practices.'
Ameriean Indian -iournal, JEtr. 1977, vol. 3, no. l, pp . 27-28.
Report on 1975 U.S.General Accouatiug 0ffice investigation of sterilizatioin of Indain Hometr.
Dillirghan, Briut.
'Stcriliratioa of f,ativc lmricars. "
lnerican Indiau iouraal, Iul. l9?7, vol,3, ao,7, pp. 15-19.
Discusses the 0.S.goverurmt's iaternatiolal policJ ou sterili:ation and fertility control in relation to
funerican Iadiaas.
United Stafes General Aceountiug 0ffice.
tledieal reseggeh usinq Indians as sub'ieets.
[llo publ ication inf orura[ion] ilov. 4, 19?6, 32 pp.
United states Eouse of Sepresertati.lres, Coluitte! ou lhe Judiciary, Subcomittce otr ciinital Justice.
Serua] aDusc of Idiaa clildrel: [eariuq before thc Subcomittee or Criniaal Justice of the colaittce on the
Judiciart, Eousc of nepraslstatites . tripetr-drth couqress. secold sessioo o! E.R, 3825.,.Jaluarv 30. 1985,
(Testinoul) Hashitrgto!, D,c.: 0,S. coverDnert PriDtitrg Office, 1987. 39 pp.
Bniled States Semte, comdttee on t[e Judiciary.
scnal rolestati@ of childr!tr ir lldia! coutrr: heari.us before the c.@itt!e o! the Judiciary. Ulited states
Scuatc. f,iaetv-dath Colqr:ss, first sessioa. o S, 1818...lovaber 19. t985,
(Testinonr) Bashirgtou, D.C.: g.S. covenDett Priatiag 0ffice, 1985. 26 pp,
Ulited States Senate, Select Courittee ou lldial f,ffairs, Speeial Comittee oE hvestigatiols.
'CLild s*ual abusc it fcdcnl schools: fro tle fiaal report of tle sprcail Cuittee o lavestigatioos.'
Oiilre ners (Beoidji, X[), Jar, 17, 1990, vol. 2, issue 13. p. 8.
icpriat froo the linal reoort(see belor).
0uited States seuate, selcct corEittee ou ildial Affairs.
Child serual abqse ia Indial corntrr: beariaq betore the Select corurittee ou Indian lffairs, gnited States
Senate. Ona Eundred First Couaress, second session. . , seotesrber 5. 1990. phoenir. ltr.
fashirgtor, D,C.: 0,S. corerno!trt Printiag 0ffice, 1991, 13{ Dp.
United States Seuate, SelecL comittee on indial Affairs, Special CffiuriEtee on investigations.
Final report ald leqi.slative reeffidatigtrs_.
llashington, D.C.: ti.S, Govemuest Printing 0ffice, 1999.
Serual abuse of chiidreu iu Bureau of Iudial lffairs schools in 1980 t lgg7.
Pil{PET,E?S
Ilivisio ot Ildiaa f,ork(l{iuacapolis ) .
Se:ual assault is aot al ladian traditio.
(Paryhlet) lliueapolis: Division of Idiau Forl, Serual lssault Ploject, 1988, l{ pp. illustrations,
Gale, llancy.
Child se:ual abusc in trativc truricau ccmrnitics.
(Panphlet) Hashington, D,C.: [atiolal lnericaa Iadian Court Judges Association, 1985. lZ p9.
Standing together lgaiast Rape(bchorage, lK).
ayths ad facts alout llasta lativc rml,'
(Brochure) Anchorage, lf,: Stardirg together Agailst BaDe, no date, I p.
Sir nyths alout llatiye r@er t raDe.
Trafzer, Clifford E. [HyaudotJ
Co.yote's peuis: a nodera covote story.




G*Gf-vao.oore!, Britisb coltnbia: Press casg Publishers, 1988' I05 PP'
i;;a;/;" nanr topics i1.fuairg, tL. nurder of pristilutes, rape, verbal siual abuse, honoDhobia. child serual
abuse by other chililrel, ilcest.
Earjo, Joi ICreckl.
'It's thc saoc at four a'u.''
ti.*l 
--I"i 
that,s rhat sh; said: contcmorary poetrr [.fictiotr bt trative lrcrican smeu, ed' br RaFa Greeo
iclerotce] ' rldiam unirersitr Press, Slomirgto, Ill, cl98{, p' 135'
rarjo, Joi Icreek].
'obsccnc phoc call 12. "
tii*i fii that,s ;hat she said: cotrteoporary poetrv [.fictiou bv llativc lmlrican eonea, ed' by layaa crcel
[cUerotec]. idiana lrdversit, Press, Blomiugtm, I , cI98{, P' I33'
llhitefeather, Debbic. [?]
'sikat sL e.'
(PoeB) rhe al I ev(tliareapolis ) , !eb. 1986' p. 5.
Child rapc.
RESETRffi PROFESSIOIIf,I, TIf,G. I REPORTS
trshbr, l{ariaue Rollaud, Gilchrist, l,eralDe D. 6 [iraDotrte!, llicia.-;croup treaMt for serual ly atruscd !rericao Idian adolcsccuts'"
(Article) social rork Yith orouDs, rirter 1987, vol. 10, ao. 4, pP' 2l-32'
Asbnead, Albert S.
'Pre-colubiaa syphilis aad rast lsia''




(ilers article) l{ature, Jul. 25, 1991, vol . 353, no. 6333, p' 272.
Burn I eI, Jane t{ady.
'Profectilg our children."
Is: furerican Indian Institute, Conference Droceedinos of lhe 7th an:rual Hational American Indian Con ferenee on
Child Abuse & ileqleet. Hav 22-24, 1989, Port I and , 0R. Homan , 0K: Anerican Indian Institute, 1990, PP. 65-73.
information otr U.S. Office for Victims of Criure assistance for chil d sexual abuse viclinrs,
Canadian Council on Social DeveloPment.
[ative erine riclips research.
Unpubiished rorking paper. Ottara,0ntario: Canadian Cor.rncil on Social DeveloPment, 1984.
High ra[es of rape & incest in many Hative conmunities'
Carter, Iri & Parker, Lanrence J. Ieree].
'Intrafanilial serual abrtse is l$erical Indian farniiies.'
(Research) ln; Pattou, Hichael S., ed., Understandino tamilv sexual ahuse. I{enbury Park, Cl: Sage
Publications, in press, I99I, PP. I06-ii7
Carter, Irl, Parter, Larrence [Creei, & Clairnoat, Sonnie [llinuebago] '
'Intrafanilial ssual- abuse iu lnerican lariian fanilies.'
(iisearcl) Unpublished nalu:rcript. ltiueapolis: 0niversity of t{ilresota School of Social flor} & Di'visioa of
Indian Ilork Serual lssaul t ?roject, [1989]' 53 PP'
Culleu, T.A. , et al,-- ;hf-fii" t."clotis i.nfectio i-D tratir. luericar r@c! ia a southrestem tribe.'
Journal of fanilv practice, [ov. 1990, vol. 31, ao. 5, pp' 552-55'l'
Devereaut, Ceorge.
'social ali cultural irylicatios of iaccst ug ttre xobave Iudians ' "
Psvchoanalrtic ouarterlv, 1939, eol. 8, PP' 510-533.
Echo[arh, ]tarlere. [otoe-llissouria]
'C[aracteristics of otiomi abwc.'
I!3 lrericar tndian Institute, confereace lroceedinqs of the 5th annual ltational lnerilal ludian couference,on
iiild $usr r reqlect. xav t-e. ilI?lEA gar. fl. ttorra!, of,: trDericatr Indiar lnstitute, 1988, pp. 89-95.
serual abuse is uentioued.
Fischier, Ronaid S.
"Child abr:se and neglect ia rqprican ladiau commities."
(rrticle) Child abr:se & neqlect, 1985, Yol' 9, PP. 95-105.
Refers to fhitr f fi.hi.r, .rt:..tes(see beior) and pp. 102-103 discr:ss incideuts of child serual abuse.
lischier, Romld S.
"Protecti-ng !rericao Ilrlial clillrcn.'
(Article) Social rork. sePt' 1980, voi. 25, m' 5, pP. 3{l-3{9.
iepo.tr .Uifiill aluse rates fioo flichtac: articie(see belor), raPe .of a child, neutics iacest, E rcf ers
to Devereaut's studt(see above),
Goodril, Jeal, sims, ltarr, t EergE!, Robert.
'Eysterical gci:urcs: a segcl to iucest. "
(Article) lnerican iournal of orthoosvchiatrv, oct. 1979, vol. '19, uo' {, !P. 698-703.
f,aig-Brom, cel ia.
Resistaace aad reoeral: survirilo the lldian residential school.
Varcouver, 8c: tillaclE tibrarl, 1989. 154 Pp. illustratiotrs.
selual abuse is briefil discussed in several sections.
Earkius, llancy [ojibrc] t Beaulieu, l,ori r. [0 jib$e/Dakota] .
"the leerica! Inilial rouel's cheaical Lealth Eroject.'
(Researcb) Uapublished paper, St. Paui: lliuesota Departneut of Eunan Services, Cheoical Depe[deoct Progran
Division, 1988, 39 pp.
Research oD issues, 
- 
processes, t resources for Inlian ruen il recovery frou cheuicai depeldeacJ' Serual abuse
as a recovery issue, proniscuity, serualitl t relatiouship issues, serual Prefereace, serisu t nale
donination, I hsuophobia are neatioaed'
Handl [on, Jean A.*hotioual cousequerces of rictini:ation aad discriniuatiou in'special PoPulations'of $one.u.*
(Research revier) PsvehialEie Clinics of l{orth Anerica, Har. 1989, vol.12, n0. }, Pp' 35-51.
Hentious Jill Hiller et al.(see belorr) research & statistics on rape & Indial Hometr.
Child lbuse t [eqlect. Xat 22-21. 1989. Portland, 0R. llorna!, OK: lnericar Iudiau Iastitute, 1990, pp.75-79.
f,uttler, Bobert E. t Lorincr, f,lbert B.
"Prcuiscuitl ald prostitutioa in urbanired ladian ctmrdties.'
l{ental hvqiene, 19?0, vol. 51, no. I, pp. 79-91.
SaEa Greea[cherokee] had thLs to say regarding this article: "A classic social relfare treatnent of behavior
in an urbal comulity--liestern definitions for tro!-festern behaviors." (fron llative lnerican ronen: a
contextual biblioqraohy, 1983, p. 68)
LaPrairie, Carol.
'latire rmes aad crile itr carada: a theroretical mdel."
Ia: f,delberg, Ellel, I Currie, Claudia, eds., Too fee to cout: Catadian ronet iu conflict rith the lar.
Varcouver, B.C.: Press Gaag Publishers, 1987, pp. 10{-II2.
Uertiors rape, child serual abuse, ga.Eg rape, ilcest,
Lee, C.8., Brunhan, R.C., shematr, 8., t Earding, G.K.[.
"Epideaiologf of aa outbrcal of iufectious syphilis ia Ianitoba.'
lnerican iournal of eoidemioloay, 1987, vol. 125, pp. 27?-283.
'Persons of native Iadian origir rere ... disproportionately represeated. . . n( Fron Roualorski, 1991, belor)
LevI, J.
life careers of Iarajo epilegtics.
(lrticle) Social scieace t nediciue, 1979, vol. 138, p. 53,
Ioyd, David H.
"settilg the agenda: iuproving eLild serual abrxe iaterveution in India.u couutry.'
In: trmrica! Idiar lustitute, Conference proceediuos of the ?tL aanual llational Inerican lndian coofereece oa
Child lbuse t [ealect' MaY 22-24. ]989. Portland. oR. t{orna!, OK: lnerica! Indian lastitute, tSiO, pp. 61-63.
0utline of ideas,
l{c}lahon, l{ichael J.
"Eactgrornd characteristics of lnericaa Ildials vho report probl eos related to alcohol aad ot[er drug ue:
aaalysis of sme results fron the 1989 lfillesota Eousehold survey on alcohol and other druqs: a report to the
locrican Indiaa ldrisory Coucil.'
Unpublished Paper. st, Paul: l{iuesota Departnent of Eunatr Services, Cbeoical Dependeuc, progran Divisioa,
1991. {8 pp.
"lnerica! Indian respondents rere trice as lihely as respondeats it other racial groups to report that they had
been physically or sexually abused or nistreated as adults..,.Treatnelt providers also urust be prepared to-
address issues related to histories of physical or serual abuse, rhich Da, or naI not be related to chenical
abuse, for lnerical India$ entering treatnenl.', (p, iii)
Pages 32-{l of the report contaiu further iufomation oa reported serual abuse, includiug the folloring. Il
ansser to the question, "Did your father (or stepfather) have serual relations rith you?" 3.3t of neLro area
ferules and 5t of reservation fe.nal es said "yes', In alsrer to the guestiou, "Did your notler (or stepmother)
have selual relatiols rith tou?" 1.51 of reservation ferales said'lis". lihea asked the guestion, "As an
adult, have 1ou been physically or serualll abused or nistreated?", 20.11 of reservation fenal es and 21.9t of
netro temles ansrered "yes". Ilheo asked, "As an adult, have you been, or told you have beeu, physically or
setually abusive to others iu the bousehold?", 7.5t of reservatious fenales ald 2.2t of netro finales sais*yes".
0n the above four guestions, all the percentages rere higher for Ildial feuales rho self-report cLenical
problems.
L
[il I , Doua.
'Xar;etta Sclool Prercotiou of CLitd lbuse ald Persoal Safety Prograr' 0tlahoa's nodel for child serual
assault prevcutim."
Itr: IrEricatr lldia! IEtitute, conference proceedinos of the 7th antual llational lmerican I[dian conference o[
t{ilIer, Eleanor H.
Streat YaEar.
(nes"arci) plil"delphia: IenPle 0niversitl Press, 1985. 195 PP'
itudy of ieuale street prostitutiotr in Uilffiutee: there ras one Indiaa ronan of, the 54 iatervie.
l{iller, Jill, [oe]ler, Deborah, [aufi,n, lrthur, Divasto, Peter, Pathal, Dorotlr, t Christy, Joan.
'Recidirisu: trg set assautt rictins.'
(Research) trnerican ioumal of rsvchiatrv, sept. 1978, vol. 135, !0. 9, pp, lI03-1I04.
"Uethod: records revi4, of 341 rape victins served bt ltniversity of llel l{edco School of l{ediciae Serua,
AssaulL Response Tean fron 19?5-77 to eranine recidivisn raLes. 0verall, 2{t had beeu previously serualll
assaulted t uost of these had aever discussed Drior assault(s). Ethdc conDariso! shored a nuch higher
proportioa of tm€rica! Indiaas in the first-tine victfuE grouP than in t[e geaeral population(13i: Il) .
i".idioirt victturs rere foud to be nore litely to cone fron disruPtive eovirooneuts.' (t0stract b, Linda
[alcofl 6 Shellei [clutire, 1985.)
l{ulhern, S.
"Iucest: a laughilg mtter."
Child abuse E neqleet, 1990, vol. 14, n0. 2, PP. 255-2'lL-
South Anericar Indians. (?)
Patton, Hichael Quinn.
"fanily Serual lbuse Project: overvier and synthesis of tro lears of research fin,iings.'
Unpr:-blished paper, Saiut Paul Fouudation, St. Paul, Hl{, 1989. 2?+ pp.
Ramsey, Jarold,
*Ilucursi":rg the nisbegotten in a Iilianook iacest nyth.'
In: Ransey, Readinq the fire: essays in the tradltional ludia.B-l-iteratures of the far rest.
University of t{ebraska Press, 1983.
Lincol u:
RanEud, [argaret Peake [cherokee] E Elgie Victor Ralnond [Rosebud Siour]
'che4i;l depeodcocJ aeeils of troerican Iadian rcl ia t{iuesota: report of a surrel couducted for the purpose
of dcternfuiag tle Probltos and accds of cheoicall, dependeut Indiao rcn.'
(Research) Uapublished paper, !irst Phoelir lnericatr corPoratios, IinneaPolis, 1982. 40 pp.
I[cest, rape, t chenical depeudeucl trealnent prograns' lack of erpertise in the area of serua] abuse lere
identified as problens confronting chemrcall, depeldency lldial ronen.
Robertson, Paul.
'0rass roots and cLilit abrse: buildhg preveotioa Erogrars at the ctmnitJ lcvcl."
Ir: lnerica! Iodian Iutitute, Confereace oroceedinqs of the 5th aunual Ilational Imericas Iadian Conference oo
Child ltuse t tleqlect. !{ay 1-5. 198?. Green Bar, IlI. llornatr,0K: tulericar Iadian lustitute, 1988, pp. 235-
254.
Short discussiou of child serual abuse t reporting,
Rode, Peler & Bellfield, f,enlari.
thc ucrt seueratio: the hcalth aad eell beinq of volna oeople of coior ia the tdu Cities.
(Research) ltialeapolis: Urbatr coalitiou oi l{inueaPolis, 1990. {2 pp.
lnericaa Indiaa girls in l{iuaeapolis E S[. Paul reported the highest rate of serual abuse of aay group: 23.11
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